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1.0 IHTRODUCTIOH 

1This document describes th• attachment lntarfec• between a Distributed Function 
Device (such as the IBM 3290 Information Panel or an IBM 3270-PC) and a properly 
customized IBM 3274 Control Unit via a coaxial ceble as an extension to the 
hardwore interface described in the Product Attachment Information manual "IBM 
3274, 3276 Control Unit to Device". A Distributed Function Device attaches to 
3274 Type A adapter ports (except port O> and uses the Device Cluster Adapter 
CDCA> transmission protocol. A program in the control unit communicates with a 
program in th• Distributed Function Device through a portion of shared memory in 
the device which is addressable from the control unit by DCA commends. 
Distributed Function Devices are solicited by POlling and era requested to 
perform functions by means of savarel DCA commands which cause progrom 
interrupts. Host data streams are traoted as pass-thru data to the device 
constituting a function split which makes the control unit largely independent 
of the device end of functional charactar·istics of its data streams. 

Th• flexibility of this interface permits the Distributed Function Device to 
logically configure up to 5 logical Terminals which can communicate with a host 
concurrently from different applications independently to different device/LU 
addresses. 

The terms "Distributed Function Device," "Device," and "TCA Device" (Terminal 
Control Area) are interchangeable. 

The following publications are listed for reference and may be useful in 
understanding this document. 

IBM 3270 Information Display System, 1Z1.! Control Unit Description end 
Programmer's Guide, GA23-0061. 

IBM~ Informatjon Panel, Descrjption and Reference, GA23-0021~ 

3270-PC Control Progr~m User's i..Y.ist! A!llf Reference, CSC23-0103). 

1.1 ~OPERATION 

Communications between the Distributed Function Device and the 3274 control unit 
CCU> is via a 128 byte Terminal Control Area CTCA> within the device's buffer. 
Requests ere made by the control unit by placing the function request end the 
necessary parameters in the proper TCA locations and then telling the device to 
execute the operati~n via o START OP coax command. On write t~pe data transfer 
operations, the data must reside in the device's buffer before the request 
execution is initiated. On read type operations, the device places the data in 
the specified buffer locations as part of processing the request. 

The device then performs the requested function and tells the control unit when 
it has completed or terminated. A completion code (Synchronous Status> is 
posted by the device to ;ndicate whether or not processing completed normally. 
The control un;t then reads the completion code and processes it as required. 

The device •av also •ake asynchronous requests <Asynchronous Status) to the 
control unit by placing a request code in the TCA and telling the control unit 
that the request is present. The control unit then reads the request coda and 
processes it when internal contention conditions allow. Processing by the 
control unit consists of acknowledging the request and issuing •ore function 
requests as required to service the device. Once the request is acknowledged, 
the device is free to present another asynchronous request. 

In addition, devices may also present prioritized Expedited Status in the TCA 
buffer for functions which Must be processed On an iMmediate basis. 

Page 1 
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1.2 JNTEBFACE STATES.!tf.12 l..t& OWNERSHIP 

TCA ownership is directly connected with 'nterfece states. Violation of 
ownership rules constitutes an interface synchronization error. If detected, 
the interface may be forced to disconnect by the offended party. 

1.2.1 INTERFACE DISCONNECTED 

While in this state, the device owns the entire TCA end data buffer. The 
interface is considered disconnected when the control unit no longer services 
device requests or status or the device does not answer POLLs. At any given 
point in time, it may be impossible for the device to tell what the connection 
state of the interface is. Excluding a POSITIVE indication to the contrary, the 
device should always consider the interface as connected until it can determine 
otherwise beyond a reasonable doubt. This state is exited when the device 
generates a POB. 

The device must have a positive indication that the interface is in this state 
prior to sending an unsolicited POR to the control unit. Positive indications 
that the interface is disconnected include: 

The device has stopped answering POLLs for a period of time in excess of 10 
milliseconds. This causes The control unit to logically disconnect the 
interface. This condition includes physical power off. 

The device receives a TERMINAL RESET Command. The control unit only issues this 
command when the interface is disconnected. 

The CUDSER CDevice Specific ERror code) field in the TCA is not 0. The control 
unit writes a non-zero value in this field when the interface is logically 
disconnected because a device specific error was detected . 

. H.Qll.:. • 
The control unit treats a POR that is received while the interface is not 
disconnected as en interface synchronization error and force the interface to be 
disconnected. The next POR is then treated normally. 

1.2.2 JHTERFACE CONNECTED 

This state is entered when the device sends a POR to the control unit. While in 
this state, the device end the control unit share the TCA and data buffer. At 
any given point in time, each location is owned exclusively by EITHER the 
control unit OR the device. When a location is not owned, it may not be 
altered. Ownership is generally determined by whether or not the interface is 
idle Cno operation in process). 

1.2.3 INTERFACE CONNECTED AND IDLE 

The interface is considered idle after the device has posted synchronous status 
for • control unit requested function. It is also considered idle between the 
time POB is sent to the control unit and the START OP is received for the first 
function request. 

While in this state, the control unit owns locations X'40' to X'7f' in the TCA 
and all of the data buffer. The device owns locations X'OO' to X'3F' with the 
following exceptions: 

Page 2 
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DPASTAT - The device owns this location until it sets a value of X'Ol' 
indicating that asynchronous status is present. At that point, ownership 
belongs to the control unit until it <the CU> sets the location to 0 to 
acknowledge the asynchronous status. Ownership then returns t6 the device. 
The device must set the Asynchronous Status and parameters values in DALTAD 
thru DAEP4 prior to setting DPASTAT to X'Ol'. 

DPSSTAT - This field indicates the validity of DSSV thru DSSP3 to the 
control unit. With SHA overlapped operation, it is necessary to stack 
Synchronous Status in the TCA and a positive indication of its validity is 
required. The CU sets this field to 0 when a Function Request is presented 
to the device and a START OP is issued. The device sets an X'Ol' in this 
field when the request completes or terminates and Synchronous Status is 
available. The device •ust set the Synchronous Status and Parameter values 
prior to setting DPSSTAT to X'Ol'. While this field is X'Ol', it is owned 
by the control unit. The device owns the field while its value is 0. 

CUDSER - This field is initialized to 0 by the device prior to sending a 
POR. The control unit writes a non-zero specific error code Csee section 
4.6) in this field when the interface is disconnected due to an error. This 
location is always owned by the control unit while the interface is not in a 
'disconnected' state. 

EXFAK - This field indicates the validity of fields EXFLT thru EXFP4 to the 
control unit. Certain device requests must be serviced on a priority basis 
whether the device is active or idle. Expedited Status CES> has service 
priority over normal asynchronous status. ES can be processed while the 
device is in an active state. When the request has been serviced the 
control unit acknowledges ES by resetting the unacknowledged request flag in 
EXFAK. The device must set the request fields before posting status to 
X'Ol' in EXFAK. While this field is X'Ol' it is owned by the control unit. 
The device owns the field while its value is 0. The control unit may load 
response parameters in fields EXFOl thru EXFD4 before acknowledging ES 
status. ES status is acknowledged by issuing a READ Terminal ID, causing a 
TCA i~terrupt in the device microprocessor. READ Terminal ID is used in 
this context as an "Alternate Start Operation" command. 

1.2.4 INTERFACE CONNECTED AND ACTIVE 

This state is considered active from the time that the control unit receives a 
clean response to a POLL on a START OP command queue until the time when the 
device posts Synchronous Status in DSSV. While in this state, the control unit 
owns only the data buffer exclusive of any area specified by request parameters 
on data transfer type requests. 

NOTE: 
A "command queue" is a series of commands and data that are issued by the 
control unit to a device without an intervening POLL command. There may or may 
not be "ending sequences" between the commands and/or data (see section 3.6). 

Contention in this area •ay be caused by a command queue retry by the control 
unit which may cause locations X'40' to X'47' to be rewritten. Contention is 
avoided by issuing separate command queue <1> to write to the TCA and <2> to 
issue the START OP. If the Write command queue fails, rewriting data to the TCA 
on retries is not noticed by the device since it only examines control unit 
altered TCA locations when a START OP is received. If the START OP command 
queue fails, the retries are detected by the device by examining the CUSYH 
value. If CUSYH has not been toggled, the START OP is a retry and should be 
ignored. If a START OP is received while one is in process and CUSYH has been 
toggled, an interface synchronization error has occurred and should be reported 
to the control unit by the device. 
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1.2.5 RESERVED FIELDS 

~•served fields in the TCA ere excluded from the above discussion. While the 
interface is connected, reserved fields in the TCA between X'OO' and X'3F' 
belong to the device. Fields between X'40' and X'7F' belong to the control 
unit. Reserved fields owned by the device Must be set to zero. Reserved fields 
owned by the controller should not be checked by the device. 

1.3 INTERFACE~ DIAGRAM 

INTERFACE INTERFACE 
INTERFACE CONNECTED CONNECTED 

DISCONNECTED & IDLE & ACTIVE 

I POR I START OP I 
x~~~~~~~~~~>x~~~~~~~~~~~~>x 

<DPSSTAT: X'OO'> 

SYNC STATUS POSTED 
x<~~~~~~~~~~~~x 

CDPSSTAT : X'Ol'> 

INTERFACE DISCONNECTED 

1.4 DEVICE STATES 

Device states reflect the active level of communications between the device and 
en upstream entity. 

1.4.1 OFFLINE TO CU 

This state is equivalent to the 'interface disconnected' state described 
previously. The control unit is no longer servicing requests or status from the 
device or the device is not responding to POLLs. The device is not recognized 
by the control unit. 

1.4.2 INITIALIZATION IN PROCESS 

This state exists between the time that the device sends e POR to the 
unit and the time that the control unit posts '3274 READY' vie WCUS. 
this state, the control unit performs the initialization necessary to 
of recognizing the device. Once the TCA is initialized properly, the 
capable of processing Function Requests. 

Paa• 4 
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1.4.3 OHLIHE TO CU 

This state is entered when '3274 READY' is posted to the device via WCUS. While 
in this stete, the device is recognized by the control unit, but may not 
communicate to the host. The device may request functions from the control unit 
to utilize locally owned resources, but may not ettempt to communicate to the 
host. The control unit discards eny outbound transmissions for the device. 
This state may also be entered when the device requests that it be taken offline 
from the host via AEDV. 

Device Function Requests that may be utilized by the control unit while ;~ this 
state are limited to CHOP, WCUS, RDBD, WDBD, RDCOPY, RPID, and WCTL. The device 
must respond with ERFR Synchronous Status to any other Function Request it 
receives. 

In this state asynchronous status requests of AEEB end AEEP are invalid. 

1.4.4 PENDING STATES 

Online/offline to host requests CAEDV) remains pending until the control unit 
acknowledges asynchronous status. 

1.4.5 ONLINE TO HOST 

The CU puts the device in this state when specifically requested to do so via 
AEDV. The device remains in this state until <l> it is returned to an online to 
control unit state via AEDV or <2> the interface is disconnected. While in this 
state, the device communicates with the control unit as described for the onlina 
to control unit state. In addition, upstream communications with the host are 
now allowed and outbound transmissions are forwarded to the device. 

In this state asynchronous status requests of AEDBA and AEDBS are invalid. 

1.4.6 DEVICE STATE DIAGRAM 

OFFLINE lNITIALIZATION 

TO!_c_u ___ P_o_R __ l_N~P:1CES:. IHIT 

ONLINE 
TO CU 

PENDING 
ONLINE 

AEDV: 

PEND I HG 
OFFLIHE 

OHLIHE 
TO HOST 

BAD INIT x-------------> ONLINE 
<-------------x x----------> ACK AEDV:ON 

x---------------------> 
AEDV: 

OFFLIHE 
< x 

ACK AEDY:OFF I 
INTERFACE DI:-C-0-HH_E_C_T_E_D---------------------i 

<-----------------------------------------------------------------i 
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2.0 fUHCTIOH ~ 

1his interfaca must oparata in thr•• distinct anvironmants: 

1. A 3270 protocol BSC control unit. 

2. A 3270 protocol local channal ettachmant control unit. 

3. A FID2 SHA control unit. 

tmlli 
The CU serves primarily as a multiplexor converting host link protocols to coax 
protocols and vice versa. 

The function split for ••ch of thesa is as follows: 

2.1 COMMON 

Control Y.nil 

Error Logging 
Indicator avent status 
Po1.,,er on/off 
Hung device detection 
Communication area 

management 
Limited CU file access 

2.2 !SC 

Control lln..i.1 
BSC protocols including: 

Transparency 
Select 
Specific POLL 
General POLL 
Inbound Blocking 
line Control 
Line hit recovery 
Test header creation 

2.3 ~ CHANNEL 

Control UJlil 

local Channel protocols 
including CE, DE 

Device 

I/O Event Initiation 
Device error reporting 
Device RAS and testing 
local Function 
Operator indicators 
Hung CU detection 

Device 

Data Stream from STX to 
EOT/EOB 

Read Command Detection 

Ptyic1 

Channel Command procassing 
Data Stream processing 
Test header craation 
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2.4 SHA 

Control lLn.U 

PU Services 

ACTLUIDACTLU processing 
Session termination on 

power off 
(single session> 

Outbound Routing 

Devf ca 

All other SHA functions 

ACTLU paramater processing 
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3.0 DEVICE HARPWARE 

The CU is the owner of the coax •nd controls •11 flow •cross the c~ax interface. 
In general, it POLLs the device for status changes, writes to tha device, or 
reeds from the device. The device is required to have an addressable buffer 
which is accessed by coax Read end Write commands. Higher level functions are 
communicated vie data placed in the buffer. The CU initiates • function by 
writing data into the device buffer end then telling the device to interpret the 
date. The davica initiates e function by placing date in the buffer end 
responding to e POLL with status requesting the CU to interpret the data. 

3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Date to be transmitted from e controller to a device or device to controller is 
carried one single coax line per device. The coax type is RG62AU with a 
maximum length of 1.5 kilometers. Data is transmitted in a serial by bit 
fashion using a binary dipulse technique. (See paragraph 3.6 for coax 
transmission protocol.) 

Data to be transmitted over the coax has a bit rate of 2.3587 MHz. 
Communication is as follows: 

Twelve (12) bits are assembled to form one (1) twelve <12) bit word for 
transmission in either direction over the coax. The first bit of the twelve 
<12> bit word is used to delimit successive words from the controller and is 
always e "one Cl>" bit and are referred to as the "Sync bit". The lest bit of 
each twelve <12> bit word is the parity bit that maintains even parity when 
added to the preceding eleven Cll> bits. Word groups of twelve (12> bits each 
may be contiguous. In this case, the sync bit of the next word must directly 
follow the parity bit of the preceding word with no intervening pad bits. A 
word from the controller to the device (display or printer) is a command or data 
word. Each Write type command causes a Transmission Turnaround I Auto Response 
<TT/AR) following the last word of each group of contiguous words sent from the 
controller, and the device responds with clean status (bits 1 and 12> if the 
word<s> was (were) received without a Transmit Check. A word from a device in 
response to a Raad type command is either data or a status word. The device 
must begin response (data, status or TT/AR> within 5.5 microseconds after 
receiving the ending sequence from the controller (both read and write type 
commands.) The 5.5 usec. is measured from the end of the last bit time of the 
received end;ng sequence to the beginning of the first b;t time of the 
transm;tted start;ng sequence. 

The 12 bit command word from the controller to a dev;ce contains address bits 
Call zero) and a command code. The address portion of the command word is three 
b;ts in length (Bits 2,3,4) which provides five bits for command codes <Bits 
5,6,7,8 and 9>. 

Reserved bits in all commands and responses are zero. 

3.2 l!mB..Q FORMATS 

3.2.1 COMl'1AHD WORD TO DEVICE 

1 

SYNC 
BIT 

234 

YYY 
ADDR. 

56789 

xxxxx 
CMHD 

10 

D 

11 12 

1 x 
CMHD. Parity 
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3.2.2 DATA WORD TO DEVICE <BIT 2 IS MOST SIGNIFICANT> 

1 
SYNC 
BIT 

2345 
xx xx 
DATA 

6789 
xx xx 
WORD 

10 
x 
M 

11 
0 
Data 

12 
0 

Par-i ty 

M Bit 10 is• perity bit (odd> for the preceding eight bits. 

Data Words of less than 8 significant bits ere right justified (by the 
controller) and the high order bits set to zero. 

3.2.3 STATUS WORD TO CONTROLLER 

1 2345 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

SYNC 0000 x 0 0 x 0 0 x 
BIT ( STATUS BITS ) PARITY 

l2BJ.. 

1 2345 6789 10 11 12 

SYNC SPECIAL 1 0 x 
BIT STATUS PARITY 

A status word is always sent Cin response to a POLL command) from a device that 
has power on and has completed its POR sequence. <Prior to receiving POR 
Response from a device. the controller holds the device 'deactivated.' The· 
controller POLLs the device but ignores any response except POR Response.) A 
response of all zeros except for bits 1 and 12 indicates that there are no error 
conditions to be reported up line and no operator activity requiring service. 
This response is referred to as TT/AR or a ftcleanft response. 

.3.2.4 DATA WORD TO CONTROLLER CBIT 2 IS MOST SIGNIFICANT> 

1 2345 6789 10 11 12 

SYHC xx xx xx xx p 0 p 
BIT DATA WORD M Parity 

MB it 10 = Parity bit Codd) for the eight bit (2 thru 9) data word for Read 
Data and Read Multiple commands. 

Data Words of less than 8 significent bits •ust be right justified (by the 
device) and the high order bits set to zero. 
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3.3 COMMAHD ~ lJ2 DEVICE 

The following commands apply to the base address '000' (bits 2 - ~). Commands 
addressed to a non-ex;stent feature must be treated exactly like reserved 
commands (see note below). 

HO TES: 

READ COMMANDS CXXXXl) 
56789 

00001 
00011 
00101 
10101 
01001 
10001 
10011 
01101 
11001 
01011 
10111 
01111 
00111 
11011 
11101 
11111 

POLL 
READ DATA 
Reserved 
Reserved 
READ TERMINAL l.D. 
POLL/ACK 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
READ MULTIPLE 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 

" 
" 
" 

WRITE COMMANDS 
56789 

CXXXXO> 

00000 Reserved 
00010 RESET 
00110 Reserved 
01100 WRITE DATA 
01010 Reserved 
00100 LOAD ADDRESS COUNTER 
10100 LOAD ADDRESS COUNTER 
01000 START OPERATION 
11010 Reserved 
1110 0 DIAGNOSTIC RESET 
01110 Reserved 
11000 " 10000 " 
10010 " 10110 " 
11110 " 

XXX11: Response Parity Checked 
XXXOl: " Hot " " 

HIGH 
LOW 

In response to the reserved read commands. the device must return an all zero 
data word with bad parity (bits 2 thru 10 all zero> regardless of bit 8 ;n the 
read command. 

The reserved wr;te commands reset the prev;ous command. If no other command or 
data word directly follows the reserved co~mand, TT/AR takes place. 
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3.4 ~ COMMAHP FUNCTIONS 

3.4.1 00001-POLL AHO 10001-POLL/ACK 

The POLL command <Hex 1) does not use the address portion of the command word 
for address. Bits in the address portion are unused. 

Bits 2,3,4 = insignificant 
Bit 5 = ACKnowledge last input message to controller. 

1 

SYHC 
BIT 

2 3 5 

x 
6 7 a 9 

0 0 0 1 
C POLL Command ) 

10 11 

0 1 

12 

p 

The response word to a POLL is a one word status response. If a non-zero status 
word is sent to the controller, the device should anticipate receiving a 
POLL/ACK to acknowledge the acceptance of the first status word, cause the 
device to respond with "clean" status and reset the previously returned status 
bits. Upon receipt of the clean status response the controller may issue 
another POLL, without the ACK bit, and the device must respond with the second 
status word. If the second POLL does not have the ACK bit on, the device must 
respond with the first status word again. Repetitive POLLing and POLL ACKing of 
the device may continue until an all zero status response to a POLL is received 
et the controller or the controller reaches an error threshold. 

The priority of POLL response is: 

1 POR complete Special status code. 
2 Base Status <Bits 6,9) M 

• Multiple bits of base status may be returned in a POLL response. If a 
Status Bit is returned and not ACK'd, the same bit must be returned in 
the next POLL response. The other status bit may be added to a 
previously returned status bit if a POLL is received prior to receipt of 
a POLL/ACK. 

If there is no status to send, an all zero POLL response is sent indicating that 
service is not required at the device and the controller is released to POLL the 
next device. 

3.4.2 RESPONSE TO POLL (STATUS WORDS> 

The status response word from the device is: 

2345 6 9 10 11 1 

SYNC 
BIT 

0000 STATUS 
ADDR TRANS 

7 

RES 
0 

a 
RES 

0 
RES SPECIAL RESERVED 

0 STATUS 0 
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Bit 1 = Sync Bit 

Bits 2, 3, 4, 5 = 0 (address> 

Bit 6 = 1 Status (synchronous or asynchronous) hes been set in the Status 
Register. See sections 6.0 end 7.0 

Bit 7 = Reserved 

Bit 8 = Reserved 

Bit 9 = Reserved 

Bit 10 = 1 Redefines bits 2 thru 9 es being Speciel status. 

Spacial status codas ere: 

2345 6789 

0000 0010 Device hes powered on since lest POLL. This coda is 
sent only in response to e POLL received after e power 
on (or Reset Command) sequence is complete. See Reset 
Command. 

Bit 11 = Reserved 

Bit 12 = Parity Bit - maintains even parity of the preceding eleven (11) bits. 

3.4.3 OTHER READ COMMANDS 

Each of these commands causes the device to return one or more Date Words. The 
ending sequence must follow the 12th <P> bit of the lest Response word. 

00011 READ DATA 
The read data comm~nd causes the addressed device to respond with one date 
word from storage et the current address counter value. The address 
counter steps up once et the completion of the command. 

01011 READ MULTIPLE 
This command causes the device to respond with one or more data words from 
storage beginning at the current I/O address counter vell•e. The read 
terminates <with ending sequence> when the two low order bits of the ItO 
address counter step to 00. A maximum of four bytes is returned. 

01001 READ TERMINAL ID 
This command causes the device to respond with one data word. In addition, 
the command interrupts the device processor. The control unit acknowledges 
Expedited Status using Read Terminal ID as an 'alternate Start Op' 
mechanism. 

The format of the response data word is as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

SYNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BIT C Distributed Function 

3.5 l!IBl.!.f COMMAND FUNCTIONS 

11 

0 

12 

p 

Many of the Write Commends are defined as being followed by one Cor more) bytes 
of data. The device executes the commend following receipt of the data byte. If 
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a second command is receiYed instead of the data byte for the first command, the 
first command is lost and the second command sequence started. Write type 
commands remain actiYe until reset by the next command (including POLL>. Data 
sent while no command is stored is lost with TT/AR being returned. 

00010 RESET 

In a TCA device, the RESET command resets any pending status in the coax 
adapter and interrupts the microprocessor. The Microprocessor then 
terminates any operation in process and causes the adapter to respond to a 
POLL with the POR complete status code. The Adapter is then able to accept 
and execute any valid command. The message buffer must be cleared, and the 
controller output area is cleared. The following portion of the Device 
Output Area is initialized <reference section 3.3.1): 

Bytes 0 thru B: 
Bytes C thru 11: 
Bytes 12 thru 7F: 
Bytes 30 thru 9F: 

NOTE: 

All zero. 
Terminal ID bytes initialized. 
All zero. 
Device Information <section ~.l> 

POR Complete must not be returned if the reset (either Command, Power On, 
or operator initiated) 'failed', that is, if the device is broken. 

This command is only issued during error recovery and the Controller IML 
sequence. The device must be capable of accepting two or more successive 
Reset commands (without intervening POLL commands) and respond with a 
single POR Response to a subsequent POLL. Prior to returning POR Response 
the device may terminate communication with the controller. 

01100 WRITE DATA 
The WRITE DATA command causes the device to accept all following data words 
for storage in the buffer until another command is received. The data to be 
stored in the buffer must be loaded at the location indicated by the 
address counter. The.address counter must step up once for each data word 
received. 

NOTE: 
The controller is responsible for preventing address overflow while writing 
(or reading) the device buffer. 

10100 LOAD ADDRESS COUNTER LOW 
This command, followed by one data word, loads the g bits of the data word 
into the g low order bits of the address counter. 

00100 LOAD ADDRESS COUNTER HIGH 
This command, when followed by one data word, loads the data word into the 
high order bits of the address counter. 

01000 START OPERATION 
This command is used to invoke processing of a function request. The coax 
adapter interrupts the Microprocessor. Upon completion of the operation the 
device processor stores synchronous status in the TCA buffer and sets 
"status available" in the POLL response. To prevent controller microcode 
timeout, the device Must complete the operation within a specified time 
(see section ~.6.3>. 

11100 DIAGNOSTIC RESET 
This command is similar to the RESET command discussed aboYe and is 
intended for service only. 
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3.6 ~ TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL 

The dipulse technique ts controlled by the driver receiver logic that guarantees 
a voltage transition of the coax at mid-bit time. Prior to valid data being 
transmitted, the coax must be conditioned to ensure that bit and byte 
synchronization can be achieved. This requires the transmission of a line 
quiesce and code violation pattern which· is generated by the coax driver logic. 

3.6.1 LIHE QUIESCE PATTERN 

It is necessary to establish an equilibrium switching condition on the line 
after the null condition of line turn around before valid data can be properly 
detected at the receiver. Each data sequence from either controller or device 
after line turn around is therefore preceded by the following 5 bit biphase 
encoded data. 

1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 

11111111-L 
one bit I 

time 

The bit polarity is shown at the logic to Driver/Receiver interface. Polarity 
on the coax is inverted. 

3.6.2 UNIQUE CONTROL CODE VIOLATiaN 

A code violation follows the line quiesce pattern to differentiate between the 
quiesce pattern and the start of the valid data following the code violation. 
This is necessary because, due to varying line lengths, it is not possible to 
predict where the received data becomes valid. However, the code violation is 
received properly and provides a clean reference mark for start of transmission. 

A unique balanced code violation sequence cont~ining leading and trailing buff~r 
bits to eliminate history dependence on adjacent data appears as follows: 

11 
last "l" 
of line 
quiesce 

code 

.______.,I L 
violation 

sync 
bit 

The trailing buffer bit is actually the sync bit of the following data byte. 
This code violation is unique in that it contains pulse widths (1 l/2 bit pulse 
widths) not present in normal biphase date (1/2 or 1 bit pulse widths> shown 
here for comparison. 
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1 0 1 0 1 

l_ L 
Each b;t has m;d-bit transition. Thus. once decoded, this code violation 
provides. in addition to a reference mark for start of transmission, an 
unequivocal definit;on of bit boundaries. 

A ·eans is provided for re-establishing line synchron;zation with the dev;ce by 
u~ ~g the receipt of a leg;timate code violation to reset the device's SERDES. 

3.6.3 TRANSMISSION TERMINATION SEOUEHCE CMINI-CODE VIOLATION - MCV) 

In order that the receiver demodulation logic is reset et the end of a 
transmission. so that a subsequent transmission may be properly demodulated, a 
special termination sequence is used: 

12 13 14 15 (Bit times) 
p 0 MCV MCV 

I 
"1" J I or 

"0" 

I 
Ending Sequence 

The last byte of data transmitted has 15 bits. The first 12 bits ere as 
previously defined <starting with sync and ending with a parity bit). The 
thirteenth bit is • zero followed by two bit times without a mid-bit transition. 
<These are referred to as m;ni-code violations.) The first mini-code violation 
is always used to reset the receiver logic. The second merely guarantees that 
the line does not discharge and generate a spurious clock pulse while the logic 
is detecting the first MCV. The zero in the thirteenth bit position allows for 
discriminating a transmit check condition, generated as a result of illegally 
padded zero bits between bytes. from a normal ending sequence. 

3.6.4 COAX TRANSMISSION WAVEFORMS 

Bits on the coax appear as positive and negative going pulses. Binary data is 
phase encoded such that a 212 nanosecond Cns> up-level followed by • 212 ns 
down-level represents a binary 0. Similarly, a 212 ns down-level followed by a 
212 ns up-level represents a binary 1. A predistorted pulse is generated for 
every transition from an up-level to • down-level or vice versa. CS•• waveforms 
;n Figures A end 8.) 

The waveforms shown in Figures A and I ere the signals •••sured across the coax 
at the transmitting unit (either control unit or device>. The waveforms shown 
;n Figures C and D show the signal across the coax at the receiving end of 1.5 
kilometers of coax. 
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106 ns tlOns 
-> 

<- 424 ns t 20 ns ~> 

212 ns 
t 10 ns 

<----> 
PREDISTORTIOH 

PULSE 

<-- BIPHASE '0'-> <-- BIPHASE '0' --> 

Figura A (Waveform at Transmitting Unit> 

<~ 424 ns t 20 ns -> 

<-- BIPHASE '0'---> <- BIPHASE '1' ---> 

Figura I <Waveform at Transmitting Unit) 

All Rise and Fall Times 30 ns MAX. 
Rise and Fall Times are Exaggerated For Clarity. 
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+1.3V MAX 
+0.8V MIN 

+0.9V MAX 
+0.25V MIN 

0 v 
-0.25V MIN 
-0.9V MAX 

-o.av MIN 
-1.3V MAX 
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185 nsm.
"IN 

Figure C <Waveform et Rece;ving End of 1.5 Kilometers) 

+ ltOmV MIN 

0 v 

- 40mV MIN 

+ 40mV MIN 

0 v 

- ltOmV MIN 

Figure D <Waveform et Receiving End of 1.5 Kilometers> 
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3.7 TRANSMIT~ 

~ Transmit check is defined es follows: 

1. A 0 in the sync bit location not followed by the mini-code violation. 

2. The loss of mid-bit transition detected et other than normal ending 
sequence time. 

3. A transmission parity error (bit 12 not being even.) 

When a transmit check is sensed in the device, the device must cease accepting 
ell date end ell commands, end must suppress the TTIAR. The stored command, if 
eny, must not be reset. Normal operations must resume upon receipt of the next 
line Quiesce/Code Violation. 

The controller also tests the same three conditions to provide for error 
recovery. 

3.8 DEVICE BUFFER 

The Device buffer must be at least 4096 for SHA attachments and 8192 bytes for 
non-SHA attachments to offload control unit buffers and achieve concurrent line 
and control unit utilization with device processing. In SHA environments, 
outbound transmission to different logical units may be interleaved in the 
queued TCA buffer. The outbound pacing parameters of the aggregate active 
logicDl Uni+~.must be considered for desirable subsystem performance since the 
4096 buffer 1s shared by all active logical Units. In the non-SHA environment 
data must be buffered in the TCA to free the transmission line and make the 
control unit available to other devices on the cluster while the device 
processes the data asynchronously. The device buffer must be byte addressable 
by SACH and SACL from 0 to the buffer size - 1. The buffer is split into two 
logical sections. Locations ~·oo• to X'7F' are fixed format and the remainder is 
allocated at the discretion of the CU. 

HOTE: 
The 3270 PC currently implements a 4096 byte !CA buffer for non-SHA attachment. 
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3.8.1 DEVICE BUFFER FORMAT 

H!!:1f 
DPASTAT 

DPSSTAT 

DSSV 
DSSP 
DSSP2 
DSSP3 
DAL TAD 
DAEV 
DAEP 
DAEP2 
DAEP3 
DAEP4 
DTIDl 

DTID2 
DTID3 
DTID4 
DBUF 

EXFL T 
EXFRQ 
EXFPl 
EXFP2 
EXFP3 
EXFP4 
EXFAK 

AQDRESS 

X'00' 

X'Ol' 

X'02' 
X'03' 
X'04' 
X'05' 
x' 06' 
X'07' 
X'08' 
X'09' 
X'OA' 
X'OB' 
X'OC' 

X' OD' 
x I 0 E' 
X'OF' 
X'lO'-X'll' 

X' 12'-X' lF' 
X'20' 
X'21' 
X'22' 
X'23' 
X'24' 
X'25' 
X'26' 

DESCRIPTION 

Asynchronous status present flag 
X'Ol' indicates lest asynchronous 

unacknowledged. 
x•oo• indicates lest asynchronous 

acknowledged. 
Synchronous status present flag 

X'Ol' indicates last synchronous 
unacknowledged. 

X'OO' indicates lest synchronous 
acknowledged. 

Synchronous status value. 
Synchronous status parameter. 
Synchronous status parameter. 
Synchronous status parameter. 
logical Terminal Address Cto host) 
Asynchronous status event value. 
Asynchronous status event parameter 

It " " " 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" " 
Terminal ID (see Hot• 1> 

" 
" 

status is 

status is 

status is 

status is 

11 
12 
13 
14 

B'xxxxxxlO' Distributed Function Device 
with e TCA buffer. 

Reserved - Terminal ID extension. - Set to X'OO' 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Device buffer size in bytes 
(valid after power on, AEDV:online & AEDV:offline) 
Reserved-must be 0. 
LT Address (or X'FF' if physical device) 
Expedited Status value 
ES status.Parameter 1 (if needed) 
ES status Parameter 2 Cif needed) 
ES status Parameter 3 (if needed) 
ES status Parameter 4 (if needed) 
Post/Acknowledgment flag byte 

X'Ol' indicates last Expedited Status is 
unacknowledged. 

X'0-0' indicates last Expedited Status is 
acknowledged. 
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~ 

CUDP 

CUL TAD 

CUFRV 
CUSYH 
CUFRP 
CUFRPl 
CUFRP2 
CUFRP3 
CUFRP4 

CUDPORT 
CUAT 
CUDS ER 
CUL TAl-5 

EXFDl 
EXFD2 
EXFD3 
EXFD4 
EX TIME 

CUSLVL 

CUDA TA 

~ ll 

61U~B~~~ 

X'27'-X'3F' 
X'40'-X'41' 

X'42' 
X'43' 
X'44' 
X'45' 
X'46'-X'49' 
X'46' 
X'47' 
X'48' 

DESCRIPTION 

Reserved-must ·be 0. 
Data address within the device buffer. 
(Must be aligned on HW boundary). 
logical Terminal Address (from host> 
Reserved 
Synchronous function request value. 
Request synchronization switch <toggle>. 
Synchronous function request parameters. 

. X'49' 

Parm 1 
Parm 2 
Parm 3 
Parm 4 

X'4A'-X'4F' 
X'50' 
X'51' 
X'52'-X'53' 
X'54'-X'58' 
X'59'-X'5B' 
x•sc• 
X'5D' 
X'5E' 
X'5F' 
X'60' 

X'61' -X'7D' 
X'7E'-X'7F' 

x•ao•-max 

Reserved parameter area. 
Device port number Cl - 31> 
Control unit host attachment protocol <see Note 2> 
Error code value for last-ditch-command-queue. 
MIS Addresses. See section 11.1.1. 
Reserved. 
ES Response parameter 1 (if needed) 
ES Response parameter 2 (if needed) 
ES Response parameter 3 Cif needed) 
ES Response parameter 4 (if needed) 
Host .transaction timing 

X'Ol' indicates Host Timing mode 
is in effect. 

X'OO' indicates Device Timing mode 
is in effect. 

Reserved. 
Controller TCA Support Level 

<See Note 3 and section 3.9) 
Data Area <see 5ection 4.1>. 

DTIDl aligns on address with PCIA printer ID. Bit 7 must be off for TCA 
devices. Bit 6/7 CxxxxxxlO) indicates that the device is a Distributed 
Function Device. The TCA buffer size must be 4K for SHA, SK for 
Non-SHA. Bit 0 has no function. It may be set to 0 or 1. Bit 1 may 
only be set in response to a Diagnostic Reset command indicating that 
the device is "Ready to Dump." Bits 2 - 5 are reserved. DTI»2-DTID4 
are reserved. 

CUAT (attachment protocol> has following flags defined: 

Bit 0 
= 0 TP attached 
= 1 local attached 

Bit 1 
= 0 SHA protocol 
= 1 non-SHA protocol 

<All other bits era reserved> 

CUSlVl is a two-byte field that indicates the optional TCA functions 
supported by the controller. It has the following flags defined Csea 
also section 3.9. 

X'OOOO' 
Bi ts 0-B 
Bit C 

Bits D-F 

- Base TCA Function Support Level <see section 3.9.1) 
- Reserved 
- 1 = Device Initiated UHBIHD Option Support 

(sea section 3.9.2) 
- Reserved 
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3.8.2 DEVICE BUFFER CONTROL 

lytes X'00' - X'3F' are owned and set by the device. They are not altered by 
the CU except DPASTAT, DPSSTAT and EXFAK are reset by the CU to acknowledge 
receipt of Asynchronous/Synchronous/Expedited status respectively. For details 
see section 1.2.3. 

Bytes X'40' - X'7F' are owned and set by the CU. They are not altered by the 
Device except for being initialized to zero by power on or the RESET command. 

Bytes X'80' - n are controlled and allocated by the CU and are altered by the 
device only on request from the CU. The data in this area is preceded by a four 
byte Massage Header <except when a device has posted a POR>. 

length-2 bytes. length of the data plus flag and length 
fields. 

VALID 
Flags-2 bytes: OUT BOUND IH BOUND 

(from device> <to device) 
Bit 0 = 1 fir-st of message )( x 

= 0 not first of message )( )( 

Bit 1 = 1 last of message )( )( 

= 0 not last of message )( )( 

Bit 2 = 0 except for WCTL <see section 5.12> )( 

Bit 3 = 1 BSC transpar-ency requir-ed )( x 
= 0 BSC transparency not required )( )( 

Bit 4 = 1 inbound BSC test r-equest function )( 

CU generates actual "/ header on 
message 

= 0 not a test r-equest function. )( 

Bit 5 = 1 SHA channel buffer overrun <RU size )( 

exceeds Bind max. speci f1 cation 1536) 
= 0 SHA complete record )( 

Bit 6 = 1 Data wraps to location x•ao• (SHA only> )( 

= 0 Ho wrap 
Bit 7 Reserved 
Bit a = 1 FMH present (local Copy) )( 

(see section 9.6) 
= 0 Ho FMHP present 

Bit 9 = 1 Query Reply Expected <Local Copy) )( 

(see section 9.6) 
= 0 Query Reply not Expected 

Bit 10-15 Reserved 

For SHA attach, outbound data requested by WDAT does not use bits 0 and 1. 
Segmented data is indicated by the tr-ansmission header. 

3.9 CONTROLLER TCA SUPPORT~ 

CUSLYL indicates to the device any optional TCA functions which are supported by 
the controller. A device may connect to a controller that supports options that 
it <the device) does not support since all such options are downward compatible. 
However, if a device attempts to use a particular option that is n!t1 supported 
by the controller it is attached to, that device may cause a synchronization 
error and be disconnected from the controller with a 240 machine check. 
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3.9.1 BASE TCA SUPPORT LEVEL 

A value of CUSLVL equal to zero indicates that the controller does n21 support 
any options. 

3.9.2 DEVICE INITIATED UHIIND SUPPORT OPTION 

CUSLVL a;t 'C' set to 'l' indicates that the controller supports rece;pt of a 
device ;nitiatad UNBIHD. 
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4.0 DEVICE CONTROL 

Device control is composed of interchanges between the CU end the Device in e 
perticuler sequence to achieve e desired stete. This section defines the rules 
governing those interchanges. 

4.1 IHITIALIZATIOH 

Synchronization of "power on" is e CU responsibility. If e device is powered on 
before the CU, then the CU •ust issue e Reset commend to that device to force 
power on initialization. At the time a "power on" specie! status is sent to the 
CU, the device must have locations X'OO' - X'7F' of its buffer set to zero 
except DTIDl (Terminal ID field> end DBUF which ere set to their appropriate 
values. The CU identifies the device vie the Reed Terminal ID commend end by 
reeding the contents of DTIDl in the device communications eree. This byte must 
remain unaltered while power is on in the Device. DBUF value may be altered 
after POR, online, or offline. 

In addition locations x•go•-•g4• must contain the appropriate device 
information, es outlined below, when the device returns e POR. Hote however, 
that if the power on response is the result of e "Diagnostic Reset" command end 
the device hes set DTIDl bit 1=1 indicating that it is reedy to dump, the TCA 
buffer starting at location x•go• should D..2.1 be altered with the device 
information. locations x•g5•- 1 A3' ere optional, however, if these fields ere 
not used, they must be = 0. 

This information is reed beck end stored in the controller. It is intended for 
enhanced network management and device problem determination purposes. The 
controller may disconnect any device not supplying the mandatory fields Cl end 
2) es discussed below. 

Information 

1. Device Type 
<Device Humber, Hot 
Device Emulated) 

<Start at X'80') 

2. Customer 
Programmable end 
IBM/Hon-IBM 
Identifiers 

<Start at X'84') 

Length 

4 Bytes 

1 Byte 

Format 

EBCDIC CHumeric> 
For Hon-IBM Products, this 
field must be right-justified 
padded with X'FO' if necessary. 

Bits 0-3: X'l' = Hardware or "icrocode 
X'E' = Customer Programmable 

Machine 
Bits 4-7: X'l' : IBM Product 

X'9' = Hon-IBM Product 
Other Values Reserved 
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The following information is optional: 

Jnformatjon Length 

3. l'lodel Number 3 bytes 
<Start et x•as• > 

4. Plant of 2 bytes 
l'lanufacture 
or o,.;gin 

<Start et x•aa•> 

5. Serial Number 7 bytes 
<Start et X'IA'> 

6. Software Release 3 bytes 
level 

<Start et X'91'> 

7. Device Specific 16 bytes 
Information 

(Start et X'94') 

Format 

EBCDIC AE Chars, right-;ustified 
end padded with X'40' chars. 
X'OOOOOO' if unknown or n/e. 

EBCDIC Characters designating 
manufacturing location. 
X'OOOO' if unknown or n/e. 

EBCDIC AE Chars, right-;ustified 
end padded with X'FO' chars. 
X'00 .• 00' if unknown or n/e. 

EBCDIC AE Chars, right-justified 
and padded with FO characters 
x•oooooo• if unknown or n/a. 

EBCDIC AE Chars, user defined 
padding and justification. 
X'00 .. 00' if unknown or n/e. 

NOTES: AE Characters ere EBCDIC 0-9, A-Z, $, I, a, period, null. 
n/a = not applicable. 
Device Specific Information may be Release or EC levels 

or any other date e product may wish to supply to 
identify its characteristics. 

The CU, after identifying the device, initializes bytes X'SO' - X'51' 
<CUDPORT,CUAT>, end bytes X'54' to x•sa• <CUlTA> prior to issuing any Start Op 
command. CUAT is not modified subsequently. 

4.2 ~ EUHC1JOH REQUEST SYNCHRONIZATION 

The CU prepares e function request by writing the following into the device 
buffer: 

1. Synchronous status must be acknowledged CDPSSTAT>. Optionally, 
asynchronous status may be acknowledged. 

2. The date eddress, if any, into CUDP 

3. The function request value into CUFRV 

4. Toggling the request synchronization flag CUSYH 

5. Any associated parameters into CUFRP 

6. The date, if •ny, into CUDATA (optionel> 

If the above sequence is successful, then, by separate cemmend queue, the 
request is initiated with• Start Operation. 

fil!llJ. 
Commend queue retry does not cause the request synchronization CCUSYH), 
asynchronous acknowledgement <DPASTAT), or synchronous acknowledgement <DPSSTAT> 
fields to exhibit multiple transitions. Further, the device does not examine 

. these fields until e Start Operation is received. 

The Start Op causes the Device to interpret and process the function request. 
When the processing is complete, the device posts request completion <DPSSTAT), 
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stores complet;on code in DSSV with any assoc;eted parameters. Then, status 
available (bit 6) is set on and ••de ava;lable as a POLL response. 

'Once Start Operation is issued, the CU looks for funct;on completion status. 
The CU does this by POLL. When the status is ava;lable, the CU reads DPSSTAT, 
DSSV end its parameters, and processes that status. 

The Device hardware must reset the status available bit as a POLL response on 
receipt of POLL ACK. 

The CU does not issue a second function request until the function completion 
status of the first request has been read and acknowledged by writing DPSSTAT to 
X'OO'. The CU May write CUDSER and issue a Start Operation command anytime, but 
only if the intention ;s to disconnect the interface by sending out the 
"last-ditch-command-queue". 

~.3 ASYHCHROHOUS iY.f!il SYHCHROHIZATIOH 

The Dev;ce reports an asynchronous event to the CU by placing the event 
identification in DAEV with any associated parameters, X'Ol' in DPASTAT and by 
subsequently setting Status Available (bit 6> in response to a POLL. 

Following receipt of en Status Available POLL response. the CU reeds DPASTAT, 
DAEV end DAEP(s) end processes them as appropriate. The CU acknowledges receipt 
of the status by writing X'OO' to DPASTAT and making a (any) function request to 
the Device. 

On receipt of a Start Op while DPASTAT is zero, the Device may report a queued 
asynchronous event. Only one asynchronous event may be reported and 
unacknowledged at any time. It is the responsibility of the Device to queue any 
asynchronous events while waiting for an acknowledgement. 

If the CU cannot process an asynchronous event <because, for example, it is 
processing a synchronous function for that device), the CU queues that event 
(acknowledged or unacknowledged,) until it can be processed. If the event is 
unacknowledged, the CU need only remember that an event occurred. 

4.4 EXPEDITED STATUS~ IHTERF~CE 

ES provides a means to serv;ce dev;ce requests on an ;mmed;ate basis independent 
of other states of the device or its logical terminals. ES communication 
utilizes unique TCA fields. ES requests from the device are given priority over 
synchronous status and asynchronous device requests. ES requests may be used to 
communicate status of intermediate steps or totally asynchronous events during 
concurrent execution of a function request which has not been completed. The 
device prepares status to be returned on a bit 6 POLL response. Processing of 
ES does not allow a function request to be issued. The controller signals the 
device when processing has completed by issuing a command which causes a TCA 
interrupt. This command, in this context, is called the "Alternate Start 
Operation"• but is identical in format and performs the same coax function as 
Read Terminal ID. The Read Terminal ID command is an alternate ~•ans of 
interrupting the device processor. 

4.4.1 FLOW 

The controller - device sequence for ES is, •s follows: 
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DESCRIPTION 

D•vice R•quest 

Post Coax Status. 

Read Status 

Process R•qu•st Code 

Write 'ACK' Field 

Interrupt Device 

CONTROLLER 

POLL---~~~~~~~-> 

< bit 6 status 

R•ad ES !CA Area~-------> 
< date~------

Write Peta~----------------> 

Alternate Start Op~> 

DEVICE 

Store ES Requ•st and 
Post 'ACK' Fleg 

< Date Response 

Device Interrupt Start Operation~----------------> 

Device Post-Processing 

Successful receipt of the "Alternate Start Op" ends the ES communication. The 
device does not examine the !CA ES area until receipt of this command. As with 
function request synchronization, the Alternate Start Operation command must be 
issued separately from writing request acknowledgement in EXFAK. Should the 
device receive multiple TCA interrupts resulting from error recovery, receipt of 
additional interrupts must be ignored Ces determined by the state of the ACK 
flag in EXFAK>. The device must recognize the difference between en initial 
interrupt and retry. 

4.4.2 STATUS PRIORITIZATION 

The base status response to POLL cen potentially represent device requests to 
service any or ell of the three device status paths: Expedited, Synchronous, 
end Asynchronous. To process the status response to POLL, the control unit 
reads EXFAK, DPSSTAT, and PPASTAT .. Status is serviced in the order of 
Expedited, Synchronous, and Asynchronous (high to low priority). Asynchronous 
status processing may be deferred (remain unacknowledged) es long as the control 
unit and device are involved in a logical transaction. 

4.5 MULTIPLE LOGICAL TERMINAL ROUTING 

Hot all operations heve e logical Terminal routing requirement. CU file access 
end local copy, for instance, are considered physical device level operations. 
Logical Terminal applications ere those involving system transmissions. If the 
function is LT specific, requests from the control unit carry a one ~vt• LT 
address in CULTAD. WDAT in SHA is en exception. The LT (logical Unit) address 
is transferred in the SHA Transmission Header of the •essage instead of CULTAD. 
LT specific asynchronous device requests carry the same one byte address in 
DALTAD. Only the device understands the mapping of device resources to a 
specific address. When a function is non-LT specific the routing value in 
CULTAD or DALTAD is loaded with X'FF' <which cannot be configured as a valid LT 
address>. LT routed functions are: 
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CONTROL lLtil1 

WDAT 
PDAT 
RDAT 
LOCK 
WLCC 
CTCCS 
WCUS (in some cases) 

4.6 !Al CONSIDERATIONS 

DEVICE 

AEEP 
AEEB 
AEER (Program Check) 
AEDV (Qnline/Offline) 

A portion of device control is involved with verification that the interface. 
the device. and the CU are functional. These considerations are discussed in 
the following sections. 

If a device or part of the control unit is not functional or becomes not 
functional. the controller attempts to write a WCUS containing containing the 
appropriate error code to each TCA device affected. These codes fall into 
several categories as follows: 

2HH Error Codes - 3274 Detected Device or DCA Errors 

3HH Error Codes - 3274 Errors Detected by the 3274 

4HH Error Codes - Application Program Checks 
Detected by the 3274 

5HH Error Codes - Communication Line or Channel Errors 
Detected by the 3274 

6HH Error Codes - TCA Device Detected Hardware Errors 

7HH Error Codes - TCA Device Detected Application Program Checks 

More information about these error codes may be found in the documentation 
referenced in the Introduction (section 1.0). 

4.6.1 CU ACTIVE 

While the CU is active. it periodically POLLs the device. If the device detects 
an absence of polling or other coax activity for a sustained period of time, it 
may assume the CU is inactive. The maximum time between POLLs for an active CU 
does not normally exceed l second. If/when the DCA hangs. POLLs may cease for 
about 20 seconds. 

A CU could be polling, but not otherwise functional. The Device can detect this 
by periodically presenting Expedited Status. If the ES request is not 
acknowledged within 10 seconds. the CU is not functional. The Device sets an 
indicator to display this condition. For performance considerations the device 
should not present Expedited Status for the purpose of soliciting a CU response 
more frequently than once every 30 seconds. 

4.6:2 DEVICE ACTIVE 

If the device is idle and cannot honor any function requests. then it must not 
answer or acknowledge POLLs. The CU treats such a device as powered off during 
this period of time. and mDy notify the host of the condition. The device must 
exit the powered off state by responding to POLL with the POR response. Due to 
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performance considerations power off/power on transitions should not occur more 
frequently then once avery 5 seconds. 

If the CU issues a function request to the device end the device do~s not report 
back with either function completion status or Expedited Status Ctimer 
interrupt, see section &.l) within 1 second, the CU assumes the device is 
malfunctioning and terminates all further communication with the device <except 
polling) until e "power on special status" is received. During the disconnect 
sequence, the 3274 attempts to writ• a 243 ••chine check into the field CUDSER 
to notify th• TCA device of what has happened. Expadited Status •aintains the 
active Cbusy) state whila the synchronous status indicates function completion. 

4.6.3 PROCESS TIMINGS 

There ere two types of timeout requirements for 3274/Distributed Function Device 
communications: 

Host Transaction timing and 

Device Response timing. 

Both types of timing are done by the Distributed Function Device end ere 
reported to the 3274 vie Expedited Status CES>. 

A field in the TCA CEXTIME> indicates which type of timing should be done. The 
OFF/NORMAL/DEFAULT state of this field is Device Response timing. Host· 
Transaction timing occurs only when the field (flag) is set. 

In Device Response timing mode, the device must report ES every 0.375 to 0.75 
seconds from the issuance of e Functio~ Request until the device reports 
synchronous status. 

During Host Transaction timing, the device must report ES every 0.375 to 0.75 
seconds until the "Host Transaction timing" flag is reset, independent of 
function requests and device states. The control unit initiates this type of 
timing on a Function Request by setting the flag in EXTIME. Host Transaction 
timing ends when the flag is reset. The flag is set/reset anytime by the 
control unit without initiating a device interrupt. 

For non-SHA (both BSC and local channel), a maximum of 9 ES TIMER interrupts may 
be presented by the device. Host Transaction timing is not defined for SHA 
attachments. 

For Device Response timing, 49 to 63 ES TIMER interrupts are allowed Cat the 
discretion of the control unit). 

If the device times out, the interface is disconnected withe 243 mach;ne check 
and appear powered off to the host. The control unit does not require Device 
Response timing before the first device OHLIHE request CAEDV>, i.e., during IML 
end down stream loading of the device. 

The time intervals allowed Cin seconds) ere es follows: 

ES TIMER 
lHTERVAL 

MIN 0.375 
MAX 0.75 

NOH-SHA 
BSC end LOCAL CHAHHEL 

9 Intervals 

3 .. 375 
6.75 
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4.6.4 ERROR EVENTS 

The Device must report errors es asynchronous events. The frequency of 
reporting hardware errors mu5t be limited to avoid overrunning the CU. If an 
error or error sequence i5 occurring repeatedly, it i5 not reported on each 
occurrence unles5 manual intervention (5uch as en operator depressing • RESET 
key), a new host transmi5sion, or e delay of et lea5t 1 second occurs. Section5 
6.1 end 7.1 describe the mechanism for reporting such error5. 

4.6.5 ERROR EVENT LOGGING 

The Device may report each error to the control unit for maintenance statistics 
when the error occurs (under constraint in preceding paragraph). The CU 
meintain5 report summary counters for host program errors, transient hardware 
errors, and permanent hardware errors regardless of whether the Device is 
powered on. 

Devices are not required to report 630, 632, 633, 635 or 636 errors to the 
controller. If they are sent by the device, the controller logs them but does 
not generate an Alert because these codes are generated either as the result of 
a 3NH code sent to the device from the controller or are considered a non-error 
condition such as "di5k not ready" (see section 10.1). 

4.7 COAX ERROR RECOVERY 

A transmission error from the CU to the device is detected by the device which 
must then ignore that coax transmission and inhibit the TT/AR response. When 
the 3274 does not get the TT/AR it stops immediately and goe5 into error 
recovery state. 

If the error occurs on the transmission from the device to the CU, TT/AR error 
or parity error, the CU stops and goes into error recovery state. 

4.7.1 RETRY OF HOH START OP COMMAND QUEUES 

When a string of COAX commands and data fail5, it normally causes the 3274 to 
attempt recovery by retrying the operation. This i5 possible due to the design 
of the device adapter and 3274 which prevents any invalid command5 or data from 
being processed or stored into the device's memory. 

4.7.2 RETRY OF START OP COMMAND QUEUES 

The recovery from e command queue containing a Start Op command is similar to 
the above but has several implications which must be understood. There are four 
different error states which are possible 85 the ra5ult of a Start Op command 
failure. 

1. The Start Op command was lo5t on the transmis5ion from the CU to the 
device. In thi5 case when the command is reissued by the CU the device 
processes it normally. 

2. The Start Op was rece;ved by the dev;ce but the TT/AR response was lost on 
the dev;ce to CU transm;ssion. In this case the device is presented with 
an interrupt and the CU attempts recovery by resending the Start Op 
command. 
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•· Th• devic• may not yat have atartad to procass the Start Op commend. 
In this case th• device must HO-OP the second Start Op and no problams 
erisa. 

b. The device has started to process the function request specified by the 
Start Op but has not completed processing the request. The device-CU 
hand-shaking protocol allows th• device to recognize the second Start 
Op es e duplicate end ianore the (second) Start Op. 

c. The device hes compl•ted proc•ssing the function request, has posted 
the completion (synchronous) status but the CU has not vet processed 
the completion status. Since th• synchronous status has not been 
acknowledged by the CU, the device must also recognize end ignore the 
second Start Op. 

4.7.3 UNRECOVERABLE ERRORS 

In the avent that the CU receives invalid device status, the CU initiates tha 
device disconnect action of posting an error code (which, if non-zero, is the 
value of the mochine check indicator to be displayed) in CUDSER and issuing G 
Start Operation command. This is the "last ditch command queue." Retry end 
synchronization states described below are HOT applicable. The device is only 
re-connected if it returns a POR response. The device should test CUDSER for 
non-zero with the receipt of each Start Op commnnd. Certain device errors c~use 
device disconnect without the "last ditch command queue." 

4.7.4 DETECTION OF SYHCHROHIZATIOH ERRORS 

It is essential that the CU and the device be able to maintain synchronization 
over the COAX interface at all times. This interface is controlled via COAX 
commands and status bytes in the device buffer. 

Every time a new function request is made the byte CUSYN must be toggled between 
X'Ol' and X'OO'. The device must interpret the toggled value of CUSYH when a 
new function request is made as the acknowledgement of the previous synchronous 
status. 

Command queue retry may cause • Start Op to be issued multiple times, but CUSYH 
is not changed. This allows the device to ignore the additional Start Opts> if 
the first one was actually received. 

If CUSYH is toggled but the device is still processing a function req~est when a 
second Start Op is issued, the device must report a fatal synchronization error 
<ERFR> to the CU, set the DSSP to X'04' (Synchronization Error), and the device 
indicators should be updated to reflect the error. The CU then puts the device 
into power off state. The device records the synchronization error in the log 
which may be examined using test mode. 

At power-on time the device must set CUSYH to X'OO'. 
the first function request from the 3274 to sat CUSYH 
~eintains the value of CUSYH to avoid reeding it fro• 
each Start Op. 
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5.0 DEFINED FUNCTION REQUESTS 

The function requests that ~ay be issued by the CU to the Device as described in 
section 4.2 are: 

~ 1iJlmg 

X'Ol' CHOP 
X'02' wcus 
X'03' WDAT 
X'04' WDBO 
X'05' RDCOPY 
X'06' WLCC 
X'07' LOCK 
X'08' ROAT 
X'09' WCTL 
X'OA' POAT 
X'OB' CTCCS 
X'OC' RDBD 
X'OD' RPID 

5.1 CNOP 

Function 

Cause interrupt on Device 
Write Control Unit Status 
Write Data from Host 
Write Data Base Date 
Read block of SCS data for local copy 
Write local Channel Command 
Hon-SHA host selection, device ready request 
Generate inbound data for host 
Write printer characteristics for local copy 
Prepare read data prior to host notification 
Terminate chained command sequence 
Generate request for data base data 
Read printer assignment 

CHOP has no function other than to allow a Start Op to be issued without a 
specific function being performed. It may be used to acknowledge asynchronous 
events. CNOP has no parameters. 

5.2 wcus 

WCUS is used to report CU state changes and CU events that are detected by the 
·CU and normally communicated to.the operator. The 3274 does not manage device 

indicators or indicator areas. C!he device does not communicate indicator reset 
to the 3274.) 

WCUS is classified as either: 

1. An anticipated event. contextually valid to a given multi-step sequence. 
such as 'copy request queued' or 'printer printing~. Multiple events are 
prioritized in a contextual logic progression. Events are grouped by 
function~. 

2. Unscheduled status is reported per external conditions asynchronously, such 
as the Reminders and LUSTATUS groups. Unscheduled status is allowed to 
interrupt normal protocol sequences and take priority over a scheduled 
event. Unscheduled status may be delayed due to processing algorithms in 
the CU or the device. 

If the device is not wonline" to host CAEDV> the following unscheduled 
status is deferred until the device is "online": 

-Comm Check Reminder 
-LUSTATUS Group 
-Printer Assignment 

WCUS function requests for LU/PU status are only sent once per status change, or 
following the device's being placed ONLINE to the host; i.e. LU active WCUS only 
issued once from ACTLU or online to DACTLU, ACTLU, DACTPU, ACTPU or offline. 

When a read or write file function request completes successfully, a CHOP 
function request is sent to the device to acknowledge the asynchronous status. 
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If a reed or write file function request completes with error, en appropriate 
~CUS is sent to the device <see also section 5.10). 

~he following is e list of the conditions (detected by the CU> by eraa in 
priority (high to low) order: 

Input 
Inhibit 

Ree di ne~n 
Group 

Reminders 

l T Status 

Disk 
Completion 

NOTE: 

Condjtjon ~ 

Machine Check 
Communication 

Check 
Program Cheek 

Reedy, DSL allowed 
Reedy, no DSL allowed 

Device Identification 

Communications 
Check Reminder 

Ho Reminder 
Disk 
Hot Ready (cover open) 
Ready (cover closed) 

LU Active 

LU not Active 

Fatal Hardware Error 
Disk Media Error 
Disk Overrun 
Disk not Ready 
Wrong Disk 
File not Found 
File not Writable 
File not Readable 
File locked (contention). 
File not locked 
Fi le Overflow 

Event.I 
Shtus 

Evant 

" " 

Status 

Shtus 
" 

" 
" 
" 

Status 

Status 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

01 

02 
03 

10 
10 

20 

30 
31 

60 
61 

40 

41 

70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 

HHH 

" " 
000000 
020000 

000000 

NHN 
000000 

000000 
000000 

ACTLU Perm2: 
: RU byte 1 
000000 

000000 
040000 
060000 
OAOOOO 
140000 
020000 
080000 
100000 
ocoooo 
120000 
OEOOOO 

~HH numbers ere the 3270 error codes which ere pecked decimal end 
right-justified in bytes 2.3. 

NOTE: 
Any WCUS condition not recognized by the device must ba acknowledged with normal 
function complete status. 

See section 9.2.3 for WCUS values for LOCAL COPY. 

5.2.1 WCUSC20> DEVICE IDENTIFICATION 

When e device reports AEDV<Online), the controller may issue a WCUSC20>. When 
the Start Op is issued to the device, the controller hes placed the information 
es described below in the TCA buffer beginning et location X'!O' to identify 
itself to the device. 

When the device responds Function Complete to this commend, it may first place 
its corresponding information in the TCA buffer es described below, or may 
simply choose to return the FC without updating the buffer with its date (not 
support the command). 
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Upon receipt of the function complete from the device, the controller reads the 
appropriate area of the TCA buffer. If the device has provided its own 
information, the controller updates the information received at device POR time 
(see section 4.1) and then checks that the "device type" and "flag byte" ere 
valid. As noted in section 4.1~ other device information is optional. 

If the device has failed to provide the required information either as a POR or 
WCUS<20> response, the controller djsconnects !hi jnterface Hitb ~ Z,i.Q. machine 
"'b.li..!L. 
The device information is stored in the controller end is intended for enhgnced 
network management end device problem determination purposes. It is also 
suggested that the device retain the information provided by the controller in 
the WCUSC20) command, end make this information available to the device operator 
upon request. 

Included in both the controller request and the device response are two bytes 
CX'82-83') that must be set by the originator to X'OOOO'. 

Upon receipt of WCUSC20) Start Op at the device, the controller has placed the 
following information in the device's TCA buffer: 

Loce1tion Data 

X'80' X'--' 
X'81' X'OO' 

X'82-83' X'OOOO' 

X'84-87' FxFxFxFx 

X'88' Bits 0-3: 

Bits 4-7: 

Comment 

length of Data 
Data Format Identifier 

Reserved. Must be set to zero by 
the controller end not checked 
by the device 

Device Type of Controller 
in EBCDIC.CHumeric) 

X'l'=Herdware or Microcode 
X'E'=Customer Programmable 

Machi['C! 
X'l'=IBM Machine 
X'9'=Hon-IBM Machine 

Other Values Reserved For This Byte 

Some or all of the following information may also be included, depending on the 
length byte above: 

X'89-8B' X'------ 1 

X'8C-8D' X'----' 

X'8E-94' X' ...... ' 

X'95-99' X'---' 

X'98-A7' X' ...... 1 

Model Humber in EBCDIC AE 
CX'OOOOOO' if unknown) 

Plant of Manufacture: EBCDIC p..,. 
IBM Standard CB-0-2021-000 
(X'OOOO' if unknown) 

Seven Digit Serial Humber in EBCDIC 
AE right justified and padded 
with FO <X'00 .•• 00' if unknown) 

Release level of Program in EBCDIC 
AE, right justified end padded 
with FO CX'OOO' if unknown) 

lllaximum 16 Digits of User lnfromation 
in EBCDIC AE, User Defined Padding 
and Justification 

Hote: AE Characters are EBCDIC 0-9, A-Z, $, I, a, period, null. 

When a device that does not support the WCUSC20) command returns function complete 
to the controller, the ID byte CX'81') rema;ns es set by the controller. If the 
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device chooses to update Us POR parameters, the TCA buffer should appear as 
follows: 

Comment 

X'80' X'--' length of Data 
X'81' X'Ol' Data Format Identifier 

X'82-83' X'----' Options Supported by Distributed 
Function Device <Flags) 

Bits 0-B 
Bit C 

Bits D-F 

Reserved 
Device supports Device Initiated UNBIND option. 

May only be sat if CUSLVL Option Bit 'C' 
is supported by controller. 

Reserved 

Note: Reserved bits in this field must be sat to zero by 
the device end not checked by the controller. 

X'84-87' FxFxFxFx 

X'!!' Bits 0-3: X'l'=Hardware or Microcode 
X'E'=Customer Programmable 

Machine 
Bits 4-7: X'l'=IBM Machine 

X'9'=Hon-IBM Machine 
Other Values Reserved For This Byte 

Some or all of the following information may also be included, depending on the 
length byte above: 

t!OTE: 
Information previously given by the device in the POR response must also be given 
here, i.e., zero date from WCUSC20) response overrides information given in the 
POR response. 

X'89-8B' X'------' Model Humber in EBCDIC AE 
cx•oooaoo• if unknown) 

X'!C-!D' X'----' Plant of Manufecture: EBCDIC per 
IBM Standard CB-0-2021-000 
cx•oooo• if unknown) 

X'!E-94' X' .•.... ' Seven Digit Serial Humber in EBCDIC 
AE, right justified and padded 
with FO CX'OO ... 00' if unknown) 

X'95-97' X'---' Release level of Program in EBCDIC 
AE, right justified and padded 
with FO CX'OOO' if unknown or not 
applicable) 

X'98-A7' X' •.•..• ' Maximum 16 Digits of User Informetion 
in EBCDIC AE, User Defined Padding 
and Justificetion 

5.2.2 WCUSC42) - RTM CONTROL 

The RTM intarfec• end last Transaction Time display can be enabled or disebled et 
any time vie e WCUSC42> from the CU. If a WCUSC42> is not recaived from th• CU, 
the RTM intarfece defaults to the disabled state. 

~Parameter Descrjption 
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PARM 1 42 RTfll WCUS 

PARM 2 00 RTM· Disabled for LT in CUL TAD 
non-00 RTM Enabled for LT 

PARM 3 00 lTT Hot Authorized 
01 l TT Authorized 

PARM 4 00 Reserved 

Refer to section a.2 for. complete description of the RTfll interface. 

5.3 )!L!2!l 

Write Deta is used to pass data received from the host to the Device. The CU 
allocates a portion of the data area of the Device buffer, places the length, 
flags, end date in the allocated area, and issues the function request with the 
starting address of the allocated area specified in CUDP. 

CUFRPl and 2 contain a TCA buffer address if (and only if) Flag bit 6 of the 
message header is set indicating data wrap. CUFRP 1 and 2 contain the address of 
the last byte of valid data, the high address, before wrap. The data always wraps 
to location X'80'. The first 40 bytes of a message is not wrapped. 

5.4 WDBD 

Write Data Base Data is used to pass data to the Device as retrieved from a file as 
a result of an asynchronous request for data base access. The CU performs the same 
actions as for WDAT if the action is successful plus setting CUFRPl to one byte 
file identifier requested asynchronously by the device <AEDBA>, and setting CUFRP2 
(flag byte). CUFRP2 flags are: 

Bit 0 

Bits 1-7 

= 0 
= 1 

File retrieved from disk. 
File retrieved from 3274 memory. 

Reserved-must be zero 

Multiple WDBD request may be required to transfer a data file. Device buffer 
control flags <FOM/LOM> are set accordingly. If the device returns FRA status, 
the the CU termin~tes the request if it is not LOM. If the data base access is 
unsuccessful, the CU issues WCUS (Machine-Check, Data-Base-Error, or Hot Ready). 
A Disk Reminder may or may not have been previously issued. See section 10.1 
for specific error conditions. 

5.5 Will 

Write local Channel Command is used for • non-SHA channel •ttached 3274 •nd is 
used to pass a local channel command to the Device. 

The CU places the channel command byte in CUFRPl. CUFRP2 is set to '01' if 
inbound data was sent to the host. 

CUFRP2 is set to '04' if the current command was chained from a previous 
command. These values are bit significant (both conditions could exist>. 
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Valid commands include: 

Erase All Unprotected 6F 
Erase/Write F5 
Erase Write Alternate 7E 
Read Buffer F2 
Read Modified F6 
Write Fl 
Write Structured Field F3 

5.6 jJ2g 

In Hon-SHA attachments, LOCK is used to synchronize device and control unit to a 
ready state at host selection time. Ho parameters are required. Hormel 
responses are Function Complete or Function Complete Synchronous Error <Busy or 
IR>. LOCK is not a valid request in SHA attachments. 

5.7 RDAT 

Read Data is used when the CU is ready to send data from the Device to the host. 
The CU allocates space in CUDATA, and places the address of the allocated area 
in CUDP, then issues the function request. The Device places the actual length 
of the data + flags + length, the flags, and the data in the Device buffer at 
the location specified by CUDP. CUFRPl and CUFRP2 (halfword) represent the 
maximum number of data segments which the controller pro~esses out to the host 
link. The target length of each segment is passed in CUFRP3/CUFRP4 (halfword). 
In SHA, one and only one complete RU must be constructed using these segmenting 
parameters. RU size is derived from these parameters. If the BIHD specifies a 
smaller RU size, then the BIND takes precedence. See Attachment Considerations 
<section 12.0>. The data length may not exceed the target length. 

filll.E..:. 
CUFRPl/2 is set for SHA attachment only. In Non-SHA, this parameter is not 
present and the device must assume a value of 1. 

5.8 f.M.1 

POAT, or prepare inbound data before notifying host, causes the same function to 
be performed as RDAT with the same parameter values used. This improves 
line/channel utilization and controller throughput. 

5.9 ill.il 

Terminate Chained Command Sequence is used in non-SHA only to ind;cate the end 
of a selection sequence. This corresponds to EOT in BSC and no •ore command 
chaining in a CU non-SHA channel attachment. 

The following positional flags may be used for CTCCS: 

CUFRP2 '00' Hormel termination. 
Hote: This value used for WSF chaining error. 
WCUS program check is written after CTCCS. 

CUFRP2 '01' Read data accepted by host 

CUFRP2 '02' Sequence terminated due to invalid 
select command processing by controller. 
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(Program Chack WCUS is written following CTCCS> 

CUFRP2 •oa• Sequence terminated due to communications check. 

5.10 B.D..G 

For BSC, this means that a 501 comm. check has 
occurred. The device •ust determine whether the 
state is to be reset <to state 1> or the request 
is to be reissued. 

For SLHA, this flag tells the device to reset to state 1. 
This parameter is set when a comm. check has occurred 
as a result of a Channel Systems Reset (505> having 
been received from the host. This parameter may also 
be set if a Selective Reset has been received after 
the device has been selected <locked.) 

In response to asynchronous Data Base Store requests CAEDBS> the CU requests the 
device to load the file in the device buffer in the same manner as data is 
requested for ROAT. CUFRPl contains the one byte file parameter requested by 
AEDBS. CUFRP3.4 specifies the maximum length of data accepted by the CU. Data is 
prepared in t c buffer with a 4 byte header <length and flags). The file may 
require multiple RDBDs to complete (as indicated by segment flags). 

Successfully updating the file is indicated only by the acknowledgment of 
asynchronous status. Request failures are indicated by disk completion status 
CWCUS>. 

fill..lli 
File access is protected with Read/Write lock to other devices during the 
transaction. 

If a READ is attempted of a locked file larger than a cache buffer, a "file 
locked" return code is passed to the requesting device. This is to preve'ht 
downstream loading a partially updated file. 

If the CU is unable to respond to either AEDBS or AEDBA with a RDBD then the CU 
issues WCUS. See section 10.1 foi details of WCUS parameters . 

. 5 .11 RDCOPY 

Tells the device to send a block of the local copy data stream <SCS format) in 
the CUDATA area pointed to by CUDP. The maximum length of the block is 
specified in CUFRP3 and CUFRP4. 

NOTE: 
CUFRPl/2 era not used. 

5.12 l!l.kll 

Provides th• characteristics of the printer for local copy operation in the 
CUDATA area, including APL support, Extended SCS support for Set Attribute, PS 
loaded Alias names and flags, and printer switch settings. The CU ensures th~t 
selection criteria for the copy davice includes the SCS print feature. The 
format of these characteristics is: 
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HO. DATA 

Length of data beginning et CUDATA 

Flags. Bit 0=1 First of Message 
Bit 1=1 Last of Message 
Bit 2=0 PCIA Data Format (Iese) 

=1 FMH + Query Reply SF Format <Extended) 
Bits 3-15 Reserved (must be zero) 

4-17 Device Characteristics 
Byte 4: Reserved (must be zero) 
Byte S = Printer ID byte X'01' 
Byte 6-17 = Printer ID bytes X'04' thru X'OF' 

13-29 Alias Table - dynamic state of PS RAMs, if present. 
Each entry consists of 1 byte Alias and 1 byte PS variable 
flags corresponding to byte 8 of LPS Structured Field. 
<If the "alias" = X'FF' the f legs ere ignored>. 

tlOTE: 
CUFRPl-4 are not used. 

In order to use Graphic Escape in the date stream the printer must indicate 
support of APL in its terminal ID. 

In order to use e Set Attribute: 

a. Highlight - The printer must indicate support of underline highlighting 
in its terminal ID. The controller "corrects" the terminal ID for 
printer type 0001.· 

b. Color - The printer must indicate support of color in its terminal ID. 

e. Character set - The printer must indicate the presence of the PS 
feature, end both the device end the printer must have matching 
aliases end CB bit equal to "compare." 

RPID requests the device to respond with: 

a. printer port address, eless number, or assignment request in DSSP or 

b. FRA to terminate the sequence. See section 9.4. 
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6.0 DEFINED SYHCHROHOUS STATUS 

When the Device has completed processing of a function request, it posts 
DPSSTAT, places completion status in DSSV and any associated parameter in DSSP. 
If the request involved generation of data, the data is placed in the indicated 
portion of the buffer with date length and flags. The device then sets Status 
Available as the POLL response. The following values ere defined for DSSV: 

~ hlY..I ~!:!SC" i e! i srn 
FCSE X'02' Function Complete with Synchronous Error 
FC X'04' Function Complete 
FCIR X'06' Function Complete with Input Required 
ERFR X'08' Error in Function Request 
FRA X'OA' Function Request Aborted 

Undefined values cause interface disconnect. 

6.1 FCSE 

Function Complete with Synchronous Error indicates request processing was 
terminated due to one of the following conditions placed in DSSP. The 
controller also logs an 'HH' value in the Device Control Block as indicated by 
DSSP2 (packed decimal): 

PSSP: PSSP?: Beas2n: PSSP~: 
XI 01 I n/a Device Busy 
X'02' 6HH Device Error xxxx 0000 
x' 03' 7HH Command Reject xxxx 0000 
X'04' n/a Intervention Required 

(security key off 
or local copy busy) 

X' 0 S' 6HH Data Check xx xx 0000 
X'06' 7HH Op Check xx xx 0000 

This status is not used in SHA because the Device (rather than the CU> is 
responsible for reporting synchronous errors to the host. Asynchronous status is 
employed. 

The device displays internally detected machine and program checks es 6HH and 
7HH numbers res~ectively. The numbers 601-699 and 701-799 have been reserved for 
Distributed Function Device use. In addition, the four high order bits of the 
next byte CDSSP3) are used to bump four 3274 device RAS counters. These 
counters can be displayed by a "/l" test in TEST mode. The interpretation of 
these counters is device dependent and is described in the device documentation 
referenced in the Introduction (section 1.0>. The four low order bits of this 
byte must be zero. 

6.2 B 

Function Complete is used to report normal function completion. 

6.3 ~ = FUHCTIOH COMPLETE l!iflU. REQUIRED 

FCIR is used to request an RDAT by the CU. The device is prepared to accept en 
ROAT function request. 
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In non-SHA attachments, ft is used to report normal complet;on of a WDAT or WLCC 
function request which contained a READ command in the data. If the WLCC 
command is a Read then the parameter, DSSP, indicates whether an ROAT request is 
required, or data is already available in the buffer. 

DSSP = X'OO' :ROAT must be issued to prepare data 
= X'Ol' :Data is available in TCA buffer 

In SHA, this status may only be used to signal the CU that a response consisting 
of a single segment RU is pending. The CU issues an RDAT to read it before 
issuing any other function request. 

6.4 .flli 

Error in Function Request indicates the interface is broken. The 3274 logs a 
241 machine check error code. The CU then disconnects the device (see section 
4. 7. 3). 

The device must place a value in DSSP as follows: 

x•oo• 
x' 01' 
X'02' 
X'03' 
X'04' 
X'05' - X'OF' 
X'lO' - X'FF' 

Unsupported CUAT 
Unsupported CUFRV 
Unsupported CUFRP 
Unsupported CUDP 
Synchronization <CUSYH> Error 

Reserved 
Device specific errors 

6.5 .ER.A= FUHCTIOH REQUEST ABORTED 

This completion code is.used by the device as a mechanism to cope with 
contention situations. Generally, it is a means of cancelling an asynchronous 
request because another event of greater significance has occurred. For 
example, the device generates an AEEP request but responds FRA to the POAT or 
ROAT to service it because the operator pressed the RESET key. See table 6.6. 

6.6 TABLE SUMMARY 

Summary of request codes and their applicable parameters: 

F.R. CODE CUFRPl CUFRP2 CUFRP3 CUFRP4 CUDP 

CHOP 01 
wcus 02 pp pp pp pp 
WDAT 03 <-WA-> DA 
WDBD 04 FH FF DA 
RDCOPY 05 <-LS-> DA 
WLCC 06 cc FF 
LOCK 07 
ROAT og <tsegments-> <- LS -> DA 
WCTL 09 DA 
POAT OA < tsegment s-> <- LS -> DA 
CTCCS OB FF 
RDBD oc FH <- LS -> DA 
RPID OD 
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Where: 

pp 
DA 
cc 
FF 
LS 
FH 
WA 

: 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

= 
= 

does not apply or ts not used by 3274, 
ignore parameter - contents may be unpredictable 
parameter data for WCUS. 
data buffer address. 
channel command. 
function dependent flags. 
maximum length of segment. 
Data Base item name - 1 byte identifier. 
wrap address <SHA only) 

Correlation of request codes and synchronous status completion: 

F.R. Ft 

CHOP a H 
wcus a H 
WOAT H 
WOBO a H 
ROCOPYa H 
WLCC M H 
LOCK M H 
ROAT H 
WCTL a H 
POAT H 
CTCCS M H 
ROBO a H 
RPID a H 

Where: 
• = H = UP = ID = 

= a = 

FCSE: FCIR ERFR 
BSY DE CR IR DC OC 

ID ---- ID 
ID ID 
ID UP UP UP UP ID 
ID ID 
ID ID 
ID UP UP ID 

UP ID UP ID 
ID UP - ID 
ID ID 
ID - UP - ID 
ID --- ID 
ID --- ID 
ID --- ID 

Hon-SHA only commands/response 
Normal completion 
Valid response to be processed 

FRA 

UP 

UP 
UP 
UP 

UP 
UP 

Valid response, disconnects interface - device broken 
Invalid response. disconnects interface 
Only these request codes may be used when the device is in 
initialized state but not onlina to host 
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7.0 DEFINED ASYHCHROHOUS STATUS~ VALUES 

Asynchronous Events era initiated by the Device end detected et the CU via • 
POLL response with stetus eveileble sat. Iha Device must heve elreedy placed e 
value in DAEV end eny associated parameter in DAEP, DAEP2, DAEP3. 

The following values era defined for DAEV: 

~ 

AEER 
AEEP 
AEDBA 
AEEB 
AEDV 
AEFREE 
AEPID 
AECOPY 
A EC AH 
AEDBS 

7.1 ilil 

X'20' 
X'22' 
X'24' 
X'26' 
X'2&' 
X'2A' 
X'2C' 
X'2E' 
X'30' 
X'32' 

Descriptjon 

Asynchronous Error 
Inbound Event Pending 
Data Base Access Heeded 
End IR 
Device-CU local Status 
Release Printer 
Request Printer Assignment 
Copy Request 
Cancel Copy Request 
Request Date Base Store 

The device displays internally detected machine end progrem checks es 6HH end 
7HH numbers, respectively. The numbers 601-699 and 701-799 have been reserved 
for Distributed Function Device use. These must be reported to the CU es AEER 
status. In addition, the four high order bits of the next byte ere used bump 
four 3274 device RAS counters. Bits 4 through 1 of this byte must be zero. Any 
non-zero value in DAEP4 is stored by the control unit es the most recent error 
qualifier for potential FRU isolation. The RAS counters end the Error Oualifier 
may be displayed by a "/l" test in TEST Mode. . 
In addition, type 04 status indicates • "log only" function (no error code or 
qualifier). 

When the device is attached to en SHA controller, AEER status is used to 
generate Alerts for errors detected by the device. Alert is a C&SM function 
that flows on the SSCP-PU session. AEER status generates en HMVT formatted 
record for 6HN and 7HH errors only. Alert requires unique controller and host 

.support. The logical Unit <LT> address must be identified for program checks 
since they are PLU-SLU session related. Therefore, DALTAD must contain~ valid 
logical Unit address for 7HH errors. 

Ail.! TYPE l .z 1 
Temp Error 01 6HH xxxx 0000 Qualifier 
Perm Error 02 6HN xx xx 0000 " Prog Check 03 7HH xx xx 0000 " log Only 04 xx xx 0000 

1ua~~= 

1. XXXX is used to bump the four (bit significant> counters. 
2. Permanent Device Error - interfece disconnected. 
3. The Oualifier is stored by the CU if non-zero. 

7.2 ilfil! 

Inbound Event Pending is raised when • message is to be sent to the host. This 
may be used for ections such es en oparetor pressing the ENTER key. 
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For SHA AEEP is also usad to aeneret• deta from en outbound READ command. 

7.3 !Illi illli mf.W 

Data Base Access Needed is used to load the 3290. There ere parameters. The CU 
is expected to access the IML <Initial Microcode load) data base performing the 
request es indicated by the parameters to AED~A. 

!.Alu 
DAEP: 

Dncrjption 

Subsequent WDBD results tn the date 
transfer of the named data entity 
<Hon-zero value used to identify Date Base file). 

DAEP2, a flag byte parameter, informs the control unit of the type of 
transaction to be performed: 

Bit 0 : 0 

= 1 

Bits 1-7 

7.4 ~ 

Read with requirement to Write (update) file 
on disk. Once initiated, the transaction must 
be completed. The CU puts a Read/Write Lock 
on the disk file to other devices until the 
transaction is completed. 
Hormel access <Read only) transaction 

Reserved; must be zero. 

Data base store is requested. The one byte parameter CDAEP> specifies the file 
name to be modified. This asynchronous status is followed by a RDBD request 
from the CU. 

7.5 AEEB CHON-SHA Q.til.11 

A value of X'Ol' is used to report END IR if IR .had been previously reported on 
an FCSE completion. This request is considered global (multi-logical 
Terminals>. The device is responsible for determining which LTs owe the host 
Device End status. DAEP2 must contain a bit map representing the online LTs 
which owe the host a Device End based on FCSE:IR being returned to LOCK for the 
respective LTs. All zeros in DAEP2 is invalid. 

7.6 ~ 

This status is sent to the CU to determine control unit status and control the 
device's availability to the host. Parameter values indicate the functions to 
be performed: · 
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'01' LT '00' 
Bit Map 

'02' '00' '00' 

'03' '00' '00' 

AEFREE 

section 9. 0. 

DESCRIPTION 

Put device LTs online to the host 
(If en LT is already onlina to the host, 
th;s request is invalid for that LT. 
DAEP2=00 is invalid.) 

Takes ell devices offlina from the host. Th• 
devices ere r•turned to en t nit i eli zed state 
end may use its local resources, but may not 
communicate with the host. (If • device 
is already offline, this request is invalid 
for that device. All LTs ere taken offline 
only if they ar• online. DAEP2=00 is invalid 
if •ll LTs are ~lready.offlina. 

Used for service in conjunction with the 
Diagnostic Reset command. DUMP Complete. 
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8.0 EXPEQITED STATUS i.Eil. REQUESTS 

The expedited status communication area of the TCA contains several contiguous 
fields. Expedited Status <ES> provides an accurate device timer interval 
interrupt to the control unit ~easuring elapsed time for a Start Operation 
<Function Request) in process. ES requests also service the RTM function. 

Expedited Status is initiated by the device. The control unit responds to ES by 
writing the ES response parameters into the appropriate fields and setting the 
"ES present" flag <EXFAK> to ACK. The CU's acknowledgment is completed by a Read 
Terminal ID command. The CU must not ;ssue a Function Request as part of the 
response to ES. 

ES request codes are: 

- 02 - device busy timer interval 
- 04 - start RTM timer 
- 06 - stop RTM timer 
- all others reserved 

g,1 PEVICE INTERVAL TIMING <X'02'> 

All function requests are timed by the controller for hung device detection. If 
the controller does not receive ES status from the device within .75 seconds, 
the device may be disconnected with a machine check error code. The device must 
report busy status or synchronous completion status within this interval. See 
process timings in section 4.6.3. Device timing begins ~t receipt of the 
function request. EXLTA is set to X'FF' to indicate a physical device level 
function. 

In the idle state the device may use this request as a no-op to detect whether 
or not the control unit is active. 

The control unit uses this request to set and reset "host timing mode" and TCA 
field EXTIME, (see section 4.6.3). 

8.2 RESPONSE ll.!1f MONITOR OVERVIEW 

The 3274 Response Time Monitor is a mechanism whereby end-to-end user response 
time can be measured depending on a definition dictated by the controller 
customizing process or, in certain cases, an application in the host. Response 
times for each logical terminal CLT> are measured and maintained in the 
controller. However, since each device processes its own data stream. it must 
also implement some of the RTM function. 

Response time is measured on an LT basis. Default parameters are established 
during the controller customizing process for all lTs and may be updated through 
the host interface for each LT. Upon receipt of an AEDVCOl> OHLIHE reque5t 
(assuming the controller supports RTM> the CU sends a WCUSC42> for each active 
LT. This WCUS notifies the device whether the RTM interface is enabled or 
di5abled (see section 5.2.2>. WCUS(42> al5o notifies the device whether or not 
the operator is authorized to view the last transaction time indicator. For 
those devices that support the controller RAS tests, this authority also 
pertains to the operator's ability to view the RTM logs for all devices on the 
cluster. 

Response time is defined as the time interval from the beginning of an Attention 
ID <AID> host operation (e.g., EHTER key) to receipt of a resulting data stream 
(processed by the device) that satisfies the RTM STOP definition. However, an 
abnormal condition could cause an ABORT of the RTM transaction timing. CAn 
accurate description of the RTM STOP definitions and ABORT conditions may be 
found in the RTM Final Functional Specification.) The CU (or the host) provides 
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the device with the appropriate RTM definition, the device notifies the CU when 
to START and STOP Cor ABORT> the RTM transaction timing, and the CU passes the 
resulting time interval back to the device when appropriate. 

~ields carrying the LT addresses CEXFLT for ES and CULTAD for a WCUS> ~ust 
be valid. 

The RTM function can be enabled or disabled (on an LT basis> by the WCUSC42>. 
The device may initiate an RTM transaction via the START RTM Expedited Status 
command ONLY when the RTM interface is enabled for that LT. The proper 
<current> RTM definition is supplied by the CU in response to START RTM ES, 
unless the CU's response is nRTM Disabled.n This RTM definition remains in 
effect throughout the RTM transaction. The RTM transaction ends when: 

a. The appropriate STOP condition is met (detected by the device), 

b. An ABORT condition ls detected and reported by the device, 

c. An ABORT condition is detected and reported by the cu. 
d. The LT goes offline, 

e. The device interface is disconnected (e.g., ~he device powers off) 

Additionally, an RTM parameter supplied with both the WCUSC42) and the START RTM 
es response. specifies whether or not the device is authorized to display the 
nLast Transaction Time" CLTT> indicator. The device must react to the most 
recent LTT display authorization regardless of whether it flows on the WCUSC42) 
or on the START RTM ES response. 

filill_t 
This is permission to view the indica~or only. The operator must provide a 
specific request to subsequently view the indicator. 

The device must not issue either an RTM Start Timer or Stop Timer request if the 
controller has not sent a WCUSC42) indicating that RTM is supported on the 
controller. This is interpreted by the controller as an interface error and 
results in the device being disconnected from the interface. 

8.2.1 START TIMER FOR RESPONSE TIME MONITOR <X'04') 

The Start Timer request is associated with initiating an inbound host event 
<AID>. When an online LT begins an inbound operation Ce.g.,pressing an ENTER 
key) and that LT has RTM enabled as indicated by the controller, the device 
should indicate this "start" condition to the controller via expedited status: 

EXFLT : LT address 
EXFRQ = 04 - Start timer 

The controller acknowledges the expedited status with the following parameters: 

EXFDl = RTM definition 
00 - RTM Interface Disabled for this LT 
01 - Time to First Character 
02 - Ti•• to Keyboard Available 
03 - Time to Change Direction/End Bracket <vel;d·for 

SHA attachment only) 

EXFD2 = local display of lTT Authorized 
00 - last Transaction Time HOT Authorizad 
01 - Last Transaction Time Authorized 
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The device may issue START RTM ES only when the RTM interface is enabled. The 
device must also remember the most recent state of the RTM interface for each 
Conlin•> LT. 

The RTM transaction is consider•d active if the CU responds to START RTM ES with 
a non-zero RTM definition. Conversely, the RTM transaction is considered not 
active or not started if the CU's response is "RTM disabled." 

The device must not issue a START RTM ES for en LT with an outstanding active 
RTM transaction. This is a violation of th• RTM Interface. 

If the CU responds "RTM disabled" to the START RTM ES, the device must not issue 
either START RTM or STOP RTM ES until notified that RTM is enabled via WCUSClt2> 
<see section 5.2.2>. 

If the RTM hardware becomes non-functional. the controller reports this to the 
device via a WCUSC01) 382 machine check. The device should not issue a START 
RTM for any LT. If a START RTM is received, the LT is notified that RTM is 
disabled. A subsequent START RTM from that same LT (with RTM disabled) violates 
this interface and may cause the CU to disconnect. 

8.2.2 STOP TIMER FOR RESPONSE TIME MONITOR CX'06') 

When the device detects that an appropriate RTM STOP or ABORT condition for an 
active RTM transaction has occurred, it notifies the CU with the STOP RTM ES: 

EXFLT = LT address 
EXFRQ = 06 - Stop timer 
EXFPl = 00 - Stop timer for this LT and record time. 

01 - Abort timer for this LT. Do not record 
the time in the RTM log. 

The controller acknowledges the expedited status as follows: 

EXFDl,2 = last transaction time in 25 millisecond 
increments (16 bit unsigned value) 

EXFD3 = 00 - Above time valid 
01 - Above time invalid (for example, Abort 

or RTM hardware problem in controller) 

The RTM transaction ends (or becomes non-active> with the CU's acknowledgement of' 
· the STOP RTM ES. 

The device must and each active RTM transaction with STOP RTM ES (for the proper 
LT> unle•s the LT goes offline or the device is powered off. In this case, the 
controller will terminate the outstanding RTM transaction(s). 

The device is responsible for detecting and reporting all ABORT conditions to the 
controller, except when the LT goes offline or the RTM hardware becomes 
non-functional. 

The device must not report STOP RTM ES unless an RTM transaction is active for that 
LT. The device must only return one STOP RTM for each START RTM and must not issue 
multiple STARTS or STOPS fore given LT. Any violation of this rule will cause the 
controller to disconnect the interface. 

The device Is r•sponsible for "rounding" the parameters passed to it in EXFDl,2 
<Last Transaction Time> to the nearest one-tenth of a second when displaying the 
last transaction t;me indicator. This can be easily accompl;shed by adding X'0002' 
(50 msec> to EXFDl,2 and sh;fting right two places . 

.tlQlli 
The last transaction time is included in the controller response regardless of 
whether or not the operator Is authorized to v;aw it. 
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If the device is notifiad that th• RTM hardwara is non-functional (via WCUSCOl> 
382 machina check), the RTl"I transaction is considered abortad by th• CU. If th• 
~evice issues a STOP RTM ES, tha CU responds with an invalid Last Transaction Time 
kdenoted by EXFD3 = 01). · 

Examples of the RTM flow follow. 

.llll Dl~IBllUI~~ EUH,IIDH 
DISPLAY 

< OHLIHE 

ACK > 
• • 
• 

WCUSC42> > 
RTM anabhdll TT display enabled 

< ACK 
• 
• 
• 

< START RTf''I 

RTM Dafinition/LTT 
display enabled > 

• 
• 
• 

WCUSC42) > 
RTl"I anabledlLTT di splay di sabled 

< ACK 
• 
• • 

< STO? 
LAST TRANSACTION 

TIME Ctime valid) > 

Note that the last transaction time is not displ~yed by the device in this case, 
since th~ last notification was that LTT display was disabled. 
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The following example assumes that the RTM interface is initially •nabled: 

RTM Definition/LTT 

DISTRIBUTED FUNCTIOH 
DISPLAY 

START RTM 

display enabled ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~> 

WCUSC42> 
RTM disabled 

LTT not valid 

• • 
• 

ACK 

STOP or ABORT 

The asynchronous nature of the interface is demonstrated ebova. The ES flows on a 
higher priority than the WCUS. Therefore, the CU must respond to either the STOP 
or ABORT after the RTM interface is disabled in this manner. 
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9.0 JJllli ~ 

This section describes the interface to support a device local copy capability, 
including printer assignment, host CSHA OHLY> or operator CPCM/SHA> initiated 
copy requests, data stream transfer, control unit events and status significant 
to the device, end a set of useable protocols. 

9.1 DATA STREAM INTERFACE IQ SUBSYSTEM PRINTERS 

The device ~ust generate a pass-thru SCS data stream using a set of device 
controls including HL, CR, FF, SHF, SVF, SLD, HT, VT, Set Attribute Cif the 
printer supports extended data stream functions>, and Graphic Escape (if the 
printer has APL ROS installed>. The printer selected must support SCS. Device 
characteristics of the printer are given to the device for evaluation. The 
device must send only valid SCS characters and control codes to the printer. If 
the screen or partition copy exceeds the physical size of the print buffer then 
multiple data transfers with intervening print operations must be performed in 
order to accommodate the large presentation space. The printer remains 
allocated to the device until the copy has been completed. SCS chaining is used 
to emulate a logical unit of work. To the printer the request must appear es e 
host SCS print chain. 

Function Management Headers are not supported on this interface. 

For Multiple logical Unit considerations the device port is allowed only a 
single queued local copy request and the control unit processes the copy 
requests serially. 

Attentions received from the printer while performing the device local Copy is 
stacked by the CU if the printer is bound LUI, and discarded by the CU if the 
printer is not bound LUl. 

The device may split orders (such as SAr GE> across chained data. The 
controller sets First-In-Segment-First-In-Chain CFSFIC> on first-of-message data 
and Last-In-Segment-Last-In-Chain CLISLIC> on last-of-message data sent to the 
printer. 

9.2 ~ COPY FUNCTION REQUESTS AND STATUS 

9.2.1 RDCOPY 

See description in section 5.11. 

9. 2. 2 WCTL 

See description in section 5.12. 

9.2.3 wcus 

Write Control Unit Status CWCUS, value X'02') is the vehicle used to shuttle 
status to the device resulting from CU state changes end end other events. These 
are reported directly to the device end indirectly to the device operator. 
Status is on a priority basis. Separate WCUS values exist for local Copy: 
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f!!!ti 1 
51 
52 
53 

5" 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
SA 
58 
SC 

W.!lj z f!.B.A.t! l 

nn 
01 
02 
03 

nn 
nn 
nn 

nn 

nn 
nn 

STATUS 

Requast Queued 
long Term Busy 
Printer Busted 

IR 
Equipment Check 
Data Check (including 

data stream errors> 
Invalid Printer Humber 
Assignment Hot Allowed 
Printer Assigned 
Printer Available 
Printing Started 
Request Dequeued 
local Copy Hot Configured 
Print Complete 
Printer Operational CIR Clr'd) 

Where nn = xx Printer port address or class number 

9.2.4 AEPID 

'FE' Printer selection possible following matrix 
change 

'FF' Ho assignment 

AEPID (value X'2C') is the device's request for printer assignment Csee section 
9.4>. Out of sequence AEPID is responded to with WCUSC5A> if local copy not 
configured. 

9.2.5 RPID 

RPID <value X'OD'> is CU reply to AEPID, and requests the device to respond with 
either printer port address or class number (see section 9.4>. 

9.2.6 AECAH 

AECAH (value X'30') is the device's request to cancel the queued copy request 
(see section 9.8). Out of sequence AECAH is responded to with WCUSC5A) if local 
copy not configured. 

9.2.7 AEFREE CSHA ONLY> 

AEFREE <value X'2A'> is a device request for printer release from local Copy 
Hold. This is allowed only when a printer previously held for local Copy is to 
be released without requesting AECDPY Csee section 9.8>. 

Printer Release (without AEFREE request> is forced by ACTLU, DACTLU,· and UNBIND 
tf the printer is in Hold state. 

For MDF implementation, AEFREE is sent only when all lUs are finished with the 
copy hold. 

Out of sequence AEFREE is responded to with WCUSCSA> if local copy not 
configured. 
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9.2.8 AECOPY 

'AECOPY Cvelu• X'2E'> is e device request for local Copy. The copy request is 
classified by the value of DAEP es to operator initiated end host initiated 
requests: 

00 = operator initiet•d 
01 = host initiet•d (see section 9.5) 

Out of sequence AECOPY is responded to with WCUSC5A> if local copy not 
configured. 

9.3 ONLINE 

At the device online time, the 3274 issues e WCUS with the default print•r 
assignment if the 3274 has been configured for local copy end the Print 
Authorization Matrix (PAM> allows local copy from this port. 

9.4 PRINT l] SEQUENCE 

The device may request printer assignment by sending en AEPID asynchronous 
status. The CU responds with an RPID, to which the device must return Function 
Complete CFC), printer port address or class number, or 'what printer have you 
got?' CX'FE'>. These digits are checked for numeric validity before they are 
passed to the 3274. The 3274 responds with either e Printer Assigned (including 
X'FF' - no assignment), Invalid Printer number, or Assignment Hot Allowed WCUS 
function request. 

FRA response to the RPID is also valid end terminates the sequence. This occurs 
when an outbound message CWDAT), WCUSC56) due to a PAM matrix change, or e lock 
request is received from the 3274 at the same time en AEPID request is sent by 
the device. An AEPID received during a copy that is currently printing causes 
the interface to the 3274 to be disconnected. The device must not to send AEPID 
during buffer transfer. 

9,.5 COPY SEQUENCE 

The device must check that the pressing of the PRINT key or the host requested 
write is allowed, i.e., the current host state allows the print request, and a 
copy request is not currently queued. CAECOPY while queued causes the interf~ce 
to be disconnected.) 

The device may send asynchronous status, AECOPY, to the 3274. It is not 
necessary to send the printer or class number es the 3274 already has this 
information. The CU responds <WCUS>: 

Request Queued (51) (may be sent twice) 
or local Copy not configured <5A> 

Following e WCUS<51), if the printer is not eveilebla, the 3274 r•turns 
additional status vie WCUS indicating one of the following: 

long Term Busy <52) 
Printer Broken (53> 

IR (01> 
EC C02> 

Assignment not allowed (55) 
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When th• printer becomes eYeileble <or immediately if the printer is free), th• 
function request WCTL is issued. The 3274 hes placed the printer 
characteristics in the TCA buffer et the address specified by CUDP. The actual 
format of this date hes been defined preYiously (see section 5.12>. If the 
characteristics are acceptable, synchronous status of FC is returned. 

If the characteristics ere unacceptable, synchronous status of ERFR (if no SCS> 
or FRA <otherwise, such es DEV CAN / WCTL race condition) is returned end the 
COPY request is terminated. 

If the device returned status of FC, th• 3274 issues the function request 
RDCOPY. The device must place the copy date in the TCA buffer at the address 
specified by CUDP. CUFRP 3/4 must contain the target length for the date. 

The entire buffer transfer may be accomplished with a series of RDCOPY function 
requests. Printing starts after one full buffer of dete is loaded into the 
printer. The smaller of the TCA end printer buffer is used to determine the 
actual amount of date that is printed et one time. The device is notified vie 
WCUS(58> that printing hes started. Following the entire transfer, the 
controller writes WCUSC59), request dequeued. 

The print phase of the copy sequence is terminated by the 3274 returning one of 
the following via WCUS: 

Printer broken (53> (failure during printing) 
Print complete CSB> (good completion) 

9.5.1 SECOND REQUEST PROCESSING 

During the final segment print of the copy data, after the previous request hes 
been dequeued, a second request may be queued. The copy sequence operates es 
described above, unless the printer fails while printing the last segment of the 
previous request. 'Second Request Abort' processing is defined to be the 
rejection of a subs~quent copy request when the printer fails on the first. The 
,controller does not send any additional status to the device when this situation 
occurs. The request is simply dequeued. A race condition occurs when WCUSC53> 
for Printer Busted is sent at the same time that the second copy request 
CAECOPY> is issued. The controller serYices the copy request normally up to the 
point WCTL is issued. At this point, the device sends FRA to the WCTL, thus 
ending the sequence. 

9.6 QUERY 

In order to provide local copy to advanced printers with Yariable pitch and 
potentially other functions which can affect the print format, the Distributed 
Function Device is able to send Query requests to and receive Query repl;es from 
the assigned pr;nter before generating a local copy date stream. Hew printers 
indicate support of architecture for Query List in their "Terminal ID" (PCIA>. 
This information ;s conveyed to the display by the "Extended~ WCTl request. 
Consistent with the local copy interface, the display must not pass any data 
stream to the printer which would produce error status or unknown results. 

A local Save/Restore function is performed by the control unit to an advanced 
printer which supports Sava/Restore Structured Field architecture. This 
operation is transparent to the Distributed Function Display, except to point 
out that the display should n.g! assume responsibility for in;t;at;ng the 
function. This capability allows the display to change p;tch and MPP without 
adversely affecting output formats set by a host application sharing the 
printer. The control unit ;nit;ates a Save SF to the printer at tha beginning 
of the Distributed Function Display local copy transaction and later initiates• 
Restore SF at the conclusion of the transaction. 
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In order to allow Query information to flow between the display end the printer, 
~~nction Management Headers end Structured Fields ere supported as pass thru 
/~ta over the local copy interface. 

The local copy protocols ere unchanged with printers which do not support 
Function Management H~aders or in instances when the use of Query is 
unnecessary, i.e., Distributed Function Device local copy to base printers Cvs. 
advanced printers>. The existing interface continues to be supported without 
modification. 

Initial printer characteristics are supplied to the Distributed Function Display 
via a WCTL function request. This includes Printer ID CPCIA> and the current 
Alias Table. If the display requires dynamic format information from the 
printer the Rextended" WCTL function is requested. The "extended" WCTL contains 
Query Reply data read directly from the printer, whereas, • "base" WCTl conveys 
the information present in the printer PCIA area. The Query function is hendled 
as a conversational element of the load Transfer phase, initiated by the first 
RDCOPY <Read Copy) request and completed in an extended WCTL request. The 
load/Print Phase of local copy is initiated subsequent to the RDCOPY Query/ 
extended WCTl reply. 

HOTE: 
local copy always results in multiple transfers. wcus c5g) and wcus (59) status 
changes are not issued during RDCOPY Ouery/WCTL processing. 

RDCOPY Query: 

The data stream constructed by the device must conform to architecture 
commencing with a Function Management Header <FMH). The message must not exceed 
256 bytes and set FOMILOM flags in Device Buffer Control Flags <see section 
3.g.2). Two new flags are defined: 

FMH present <local copy only) 

Query Reply expe~ted (local copy only) 

See section 5.12.for the WCTl bit 2 flag definitions. 

The controller accepts a valid Query request on the first RDCOPY request with 
buffer control flags having the value X'COCO' followed by the FMHISF data. 

The controller transfers the query message to the printer and issues a start 
print. Upon completion, the controller transfers the Query Reply data from the 
printer to the display and issues an extended WCTl function request. The 
m~ximum amount of data transferred is 512 bytes. The WCTL flag byte is set to 
X'EOOO' CFOM/LOMIQR). The display responds with Function Complete. 

The controller issues another RDCOPY to receive printable data. Hormal copy 
sequences ere resumed. 
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DIAGRAM: <Note: Detail of devic• responsas omitted) 

PRINTER DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

< Prt Rqst AECOPY 
WCUS<51> <request queued) > 

(printer available> • . 
Basa WCTL~~..,-~~~~~~~~~~> 

RDCOPY~~~~~~~~~~~~~-> 

< Copy Data:QueryCFMHP/OREX> 
<~~~~~~~~~ouery 

COuery reply) . 
Extended WCTt~~~~~~~~~~-> 
RDCOPY > 
< copy data 

Print~...--..--..-...-~-..-~..,-...,...,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(printing started) wcus (5!)~~~~~~~~~~~~> . 

(normal sequence) 

WCUS (completion status>~~~~~-> 
<~~~~~-Restore SF 

9.7 DEVICE CANCEL SEQUENCE 

To cancel an operator initiated copy request that is queued, the device sends 
asynchronous status, AECAH, to the 3274. Sea section 9.10.5. 

The device may also cancel the copy sequence by returning FRA response to the 
WCTL. See section 9.10.6 for cancel race description. 

To cancel the copy sequence after the buffer transfer hes started but before the 
buffer transfer is complete, the device should respond to a RDCOPY request with 
FC, Hl and the last Of Message flag set to terminate the print. This is 
necessary es a full partition copy could potentially require a long time to 
print. 

AECAH must not be sent during a host initiated copy sequanca. If sent, th• 
controller disconnects the interface. 

9.8 PRINTER Jill.IJ2 i1!iA 1UU.l.l. 

If a host copy request had baan rejectad recently Cdua to local copy), then when 
a printer which may be allocated to the device becomas evailabla, the 3274 holds 
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the printer <reject a new begin bracket>. If the printer is still needed for 
host copy, a copy request <AECOPY (01>> is returned. If the device doesn't ne•d 
~h• printer for host copy no •ore, it must send asynchronous status AEFREE. 

PRINTER DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

<------- AECOPYCOl>PRT RQST ------> wcus (51) 

------> wcus (52) 
<or WCUS (53,01> 

(Printer becomes available) ------> WCUS C57> PRT AVAIL 

If printer is still needed by device: 

<------- AECOPYCOl>PRT RQST -------> wcus (51) 

<------- AEFREE 

If printer is no longer needed by device: 

<------- AEFREE 

If the printer which is being held has a component failure, the device is 
notified with WCUSCS7> (Printer av~ilable). The device must notify the host, 
allowing a retransmission of the copy request. When the device retries the 
copy, it receives printer broken status. 

9.9 PRINTER CLEANUP 

If the 'from' device powers down during multiple date transfers, printer cleanup 
of new line CHL) is required. When the 'from' device fails, HL (with end of 
message CEOM> set> is sent to the pr.inter to prevent a subsequent print from 
overprinting the lest prinfed line. If the printer fails with· a temporary error 
such es data check, parameter error, or IR (non-power off), the Hl sequence is 
sent to preserve subsequent print integrity. 

9.10 USEABLE ~PROTOCOLS 

A set of diagrams depicting the flow of certain Local Copy sequences for the 
device are shown below. These are examples and are not intended to be 
all-inclusive. 

9.10.1 PRINT ID 

To change printers authorized for copy, the device operator presses the PRIHT ID 
key. The device is responsible for tracking its own current printer assignment 
state by making the proper request. This is how it is processed by the 3274: 
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DISTRIBUTED FUHCJIOH 
DEVICE 

PRINT ID AEPID 
~~--------~> BPID <RQST PTR ADDR> 

FUHC COMPT Cmm)MM -----------> WCUS <COMPLY STAT) nnM 

COMPLETION STATUS ~STATUS 

WCUS(56> 
WCUS<54> 
WCUSC55> 

1. Good Completion 
2. Invalid Printer ID 
3. Unauthorized Printer ID 

Mlist Of nn Stet us 
nn = xx Printer port address or print class number 

= 'FF' Ho assignment 

MMlist Of mm Status 
mm = xx Printer port address or print class number 

= 'FE' Matrix changed but valid assignment possible 

9.10.1.1 PRINT IQ/Printer Humber Request Contention 1!.!.£.1 Conditjon) 

If an AEPID is sent to the 3274 at the same time the 3274 is sending a WDAJ, 
lock Request, or WCUSC56> to the device, a FRA terminates the sequence as 
follows: 

DISTRIBUTED FUHCTIOH 
DEVICE 

<------' PRINT ID AEPID 
' > WDAT, LOCK, or WCUSC56) 

~-~---~~-~-> RPID <RQST PTR ADDR> 
FRA <ABORT AEPID SEQ> 

CEXIT PRINT ID MODE> 

<the device executes the WDAT, LOCK, or WCUS<56) 
and returns FC.) 

9.10.2 MATRIX CHANGE 

The PAM is changed via host application combined with an operator keyboard 
request. This must be conducted from port 0 Ca non TCA Device>. As a result of 
a matrix change the appropriate indicator is broadcast to ell devices, including 
Distributed Function Devices <via a WCUS>. 

Two situations ere under consideration here: 

'1atrhc load 

1. IML (new matrix) 
2. All,ERASE EOF<Port O> 
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DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

---------~> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT> nn 
(asynchronous event) 

PRINTER ASSIGHMENT WCUSC56) RESPONSE 

1. Current assignment no longer valid WCUS Cnn = 'FF' no assgn) 

WCUS Cnn : 'FE' WHAT PRINTER> 
WCUS (nn = same nn 

2. Current assignment no longer valid 
but new assignment available 

3. Current assignment still valid 
PRIHTER ASSIGNMENT> 

4. Ho current assignment and a new one 
exists WCUS Cnn = new nn 

PRINTER ASSIGNMENT> 

NOTE: If not customized for copy, there \s no initial WCUS (nn). 
Thus, the device must assume no assignment initially Cat POR). 

9.10.3 COPY DATA > PRINT BUFFER 

A normal print se~uence occurs when the PRINT key is presses even though the 
copy data is greater than the printer buffer. 

PRINTER DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

<------- PRT RQST AECOPY -------> wcus (51) 
<REQUEST QUEUED> 

<Printer available) -------> WCTL 
CWRT PRT PROFILE> 

------------> RDCOPY Cl> <------- COPY DATA 
<Data written to printer buffer) 

. 
(printer buffer full) 

PRIHT----------------------------------------------
C Printing started) 

(Print completed> 

------------~> WCUS (58)(nn) 
<PRIHTIHG STARTED> 

CONTINUATION OF LOAD TRANSFER-------------------------------> RDCOPY <2> <-------- COPY DATA 
<Data written to printer buffer) 

<Printer buffer full) 
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At this point the PRINT phase is rapaatad, and tha LOAD TRANSFER phase is 
repeated until LOM is received from th• davica, es follows: 

PRINTER DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

CONTINUATION OF LOAD TRANSFER--------------------------> RDCOPY <n> <------- COPY DAI A <L0'1) 
<Date writtan to printer buffer> 

<END COPY DATA> 

PRINT------------------------------~ 
(Printing started> 

(Print completed) 

COPY COMPLETION STATUS 

1. Good Complet;on 
2. IR 
3. Equ;pment Check 
4. Data Check 

-------> wcus (59) 
(REQUEST DEQUEUED> 

(COPY COMPLETE> 
----~~-> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT)(nn) 

~ STATUS 

WCUSC5B> 
WCUS<53HOU 
WCUSC53>C02> 
wcusc 53)( 03) 

or parameter error 
(nn as shown in 9.10.1) 

9.10.ft COPY REJECTION 

9.10.4.1 f!:..i.su: 12 Service 

PRINTER UNAVAILABLE CWHILE REQUEST QUEUED> 

If the local copy terminates due to some error or suspension of processing, the 
copy is rejected in the following manner: 

PRINTER 

. 

DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

<------- PRT RQST AECOPY --------> wcus (51) 
<REQUEST QUEUED> 

ERROR/SUSPENSION ENCOUNTERED -------> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT><nn) 
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'Q~PL~IlQH ~!~TU~ ~ sums 
1. IR wcus (53)(01) 
2. Equipment Check wcus (53)(02) 
3. Busy With Host wcus (52) 

(Host initiated only) 
4. Unauthorized due to matrix wcus (55) 

change 
5. TO device not a printer wcus (55) 
6. Printer w/o SCS wcus (55) 
7. Printer in SYSTEM mode wcus (55) 
8. Ho printer assigned WCUS (55> 

Cnn as shown in 9.10.1> 

PRINTER DISTRIBUTED FUHCTIOH 
DEVICE 

<------- PRT RQST AECOPY 
~~~~~~--> wcus (51) 

(REQUEST QUEUED> 
CPRT ALLOC TO HOST> -------> wcus (52) 

<LONG TERM BUSY> 

<Printer freed up by host) -------> WCTLCnn) CWRT PRT PROF) 
(implied request q'd> 

CPRT OPERATIONAL - REFER TO 9.10.3 AT RDCOPY) 
or CPRT HOT FUNCTIONAL - after data transfer started) 

--~~---> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT>Cnn) 

COPY COMPLETION STATUS 

1. IR 
2. Equipment Check 

Cnn as shown in 9.10.1) 

~ STATUS 

wcus (53) (01) 
wcus (53) (02) 

9.10.4.2 Immediate Rejection=~ Unauthorized 

Copy rejection can also occur on this sequence: 

PRINTER 

COPY COMPLETION STATUS 

1. Ho Copy Configured 

DISTRIBUTED FUHCTIOH 
DEVICE 

<~----------- PRT RQST AECOPY 
~-------> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT)(nn) 

2. Second request race condition 
<Printer Busted) 

.kY STATUS 

WCUS CSA> 

wcus (53) 
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9.10.4.3 Prjnter ~ Durjnq J2J.1I Transfer 

If en error on the printer is encountered during the load Transfer phase, no 
printing takes place in sequence below: 

PRINTER 

(Printer available> 

DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
QEVICE 

<------- PRT RQST AECOPY ------------> wcus (51) 
<REQUEST QUEUED> 

------------> WCTL CWRT PRT PROF> --------> RDCOPY 
< COPY DATA 

<Data written to printer buffer> 

--Printer error--
Before printing started: 

(JF OTHER PRT AVAIL, REFER JO 9.10.3 at WCTL> 
Otherwise, and 

After printing started: ----------> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT>Cnn) 

COPY ERROR COMPLETION STATUS 

1. IR <Includes power off) 
2. Permanent error 

Cnn as shown in 9.10.1) 

9.10.5 DEVICE CANCEL 

&.Y STATUS 

wcus (53) (01) 
wcus (53) (02) 

AECAN dequeues the request only if the request is queued but not actually being 
serviced yet. 

PRINTER 

COMPLETION STATUS 

1. Good Completion 

DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

<·-------- DEV CAN RQST AECAH ------------> WCUS CCOMPLT STAT><nn> 

~ STATUS 

wcus (56) 
(Queued and not being 
serviced or, not queued) 

9.10.6 DEVICE CAHCEL/WCTL RACE CONDITION 

If en asynchronous AECAN request is sent to the 3274 by the device et the same 
time the 3274 is sending a WCTL function request to the the device after an 
operator initiated copy request has been queued, the following sequence occurs: 
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PRINTER 

COMPLETION STATUS 

Good Completion 

DISTRIBUTED FUNCTION 
DEVICE 

<------- AECOPY COO> ------> WCUSC51> CRQST QUEUED> 
<----/AECAN CDEV CAH RQST> 

/-~> WCTL nn CWRT PTR PROFILE) 
<~------ FRA <ABORT SEQUENCE> 
~------> WCUSCnn) CCOMPLT STAT>• 
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10.0 DAI!~ OPERATIONS 

mate Bas• operations are initiated by the davice with either AEDBA- (Fetch) or 
AEDBS <Store> asynchronous status. The CU accesses or stor•s data base data and 
communicates with the device using WDBD, RDBD, CHOP, and WCUS function requests. 

10.1 ~ STREAM LOADING~= lZ.111Ui.LI 

After a 3290 powers on and the 3274 has successfully writt•n WCUS:READY to the 
device, the 3290 may request a Down Stream load <DSl>.· l•fore responding with a 
POR and while in the "offline" state, the 3290 guarant•es a 4096 byte TCA buffer 
is availabl• to the 3274 by setting this value <4096) in DBUF. When the DSl 
operation is complete, the 3290 may respond with a request to go "online." 

All requests used in these processes use a one byte file identifier. 

t!QllJ. 
These DSl files represent microcode and data entities required by the 3290. The 
3290 load Disk contains a disk directory with entries for each file (including 
shared tables in the 3274). DSL file are normally accessed in ascending disk 
sequence to minimize 3274 response time. Each file must begin and end on a 
record boundary. 

Requests which cannot be satisfied cause WCUS status to be written to the 
inhibit area of the requesting device. In addition, a WCUS inhibit or reminder 
status is broadcast to all devices with a data-base-access capability (except 
data-base errors). Cover open/Cover closed are broadcast as Disk Reminders. 
Access errors are the following: 

- Machine Check (not read~): 

386 unrecoverable disk overrun error 
387 disk media initialization error 
388 disk media error 
389 disk hardware error 

- Data Base Error: file not found <includes controller RAM tables) 
(The file ID requested by AEDBA was not found in 
the device System Disk DSL file directory.) 

- Mechanism Hot Ready : Cover open/disk not inserted. 
<Disk reminder is broadcast if 
mechanism becomes readied.) 

The 3290 is raquired to display the following error numbers for disk access 
errors in the 3274. 
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630• 

631 

632• 

633• 

634 

635• 

636• 

637 

638 

639 

640 
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wcus 3274 MC 
Value Error 

7000 389 

7102 

7004 388 

7006 386 

7108 

700A 

710C 

710E 

7110 

7112 

7014 

Probable Cause:Result 

Fatal hardware error: disk adapter interface 
is disabled. 

File not found: possible 3290 logic error. 

Disk Media error - defective diskette: replace. 

Disk overrun - bad record: replace diskette. 

Attempted to write a non-writeable file: 
possible 3290 logic error. 

Disk not ready: cover may be open/no disk. 

Disk file locked (terminal contention): retry. 

Disk file overflow attempting to write too many 
records: possible 3290 logic error. 

Disk file not readable, protocol error. 

Disk file not locked (attempt to Write a file 
not locked) - protocol error. 

Wrong disk in 3274: replace diskette and retry. 

• The 3290 is not required to report 630, 632, 633, 635 or 636 errors to the 
3274 CAEER Status). If they are sent, the 3274 logs them, but does not 
generate an ALERT either because the 3274 already generated a 3H~ alert (e.g., 
disk hardware error) or because the condition is not considered an error 
(e.g., "disk not ready"). 
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10.1.1 DEVICE POWER OH DSl INTERACTION 

Example: 

Comml!nts 

Device POR 
Run BATS ~POR SPECIAL STATUS~> 

<--WCUS:READY---------
-------FC--------------> 

Request Config 
Data --AEDBA:COHFIG----> 

<--WDBD:COHFIG-------
-------FC--------------> 

Request Diag.~AEDBA:DIAG > 
<--WDBD:DIAG---------

Run diagnostics--FC--------------> 
ETC. 

Request Base Code 
Request Keyboard 

Table 
Request EBCDIC/Internal 

Translation Table 
Request Character 

Generators 
Request Attachment 

Code 
Request Feature 

Code <Optional> 

Finish init. --AEDV:OHllHE-------> 

Commenh 

Perform basic 
device initialization 

- Ready for DSl 

Fetch and write config data 

Fetch and write diagnostics 

Notify host 

NOTE: The order of transaction, and actual files. are device dependent. 

10.2 3274 CONFIGURATION~ 

Customization data for the Distributed Function Device feature/function is 
stored in the 3274 Configuration Table. Per controller customizing, these bits 
are defined as set by the customer and are not validity checked by the 
controller. They ~re defined as follows: 

lli.e.l Length Value )2es~rj E?t; O!) 

01 1 Feature Disk level Identifier 
<Packed Decimal) 

02 1 System Disk level Identifier 
(Packed Decimal> 

03-10 27 Reserved 

lE 1 Language Code (3274 Customizing Questf on 121> 
x•oo• Reserved 
X'Ol' Domestic EDCDIC 
X'02' ASCII CUSA/English> 
X'03' Austrian/German 
X'04' Belgian 
X'05' Brazilian 
X'06' Canadian (French) 
X' 07' Danish 
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Di spl L1ngth Yalyt Descriptjon 

lF-25 

26 

27-41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

4A 

48 

7 

1 

27 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

l 

l 

x•oa• 
X'09' 
X'OA' 
X'OB' 
X'OC' 
X'OD' 
X' OE' 
X'OF' 
X'10' 
X' 11' 
X'12' 
x• 13 • 
x' 14' 
X'15' 
x' 16' 
X'17' 
X' 13' 
X'19' 
X'lA' 
X'lB' 
X' lC' 
X' lD' 
X'lE' 
X'lf' 
X'20' 

X'21-FF' 

x•oo• 
X'Ol' 

X'02-FF' 

Danish (Alternate) 
Finnisb/Swtdish 
Finnish/Sw1dish (Alt1rnete> 
French <Owerty) 
Frtnch <Azerty) 
Austrian/German CAlternete) 
International 
Italian 
Japan1se <English) 
Japanese (Katakana> 
Portuguese 
Spanish 
Spanish (Alternat1) 
Spanish Speaking 
UK English 
Norwegian 
Finnish/Swedish 
English CWT> 
Norwegian (Alternate) 
Finnish/Swedish <Alternate> 
Portuguese <Alternate> 
Canadian Bilingual 
French Azerty 105 
Swiss German 
Swiss French 
Reserved 

Reserved 

Controller Options <Flags) 
Reserved 
3270 Extended Datastream Present 
Reserved 

Reserved 

Controller/Devict PATCH ID 11 CPecktd Decimal> 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 12 (Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 13 CPacked Decimal> 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Devic1 PATCH ID 14 <Packed Decimal> 
lest 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 15 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 16 <Packed Dtcimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or •oo• 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 17 (Pecked Decimal> 
last 2 digits of PTR or •oo• 

Controller/Device PATCH ID ta <Packed Decimal> 
last 2 digits of PTR or •oo• 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 19 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 110 <Packed Deci•al> 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 
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Di :spl ltnqth Value Pescription 

4C 

40 

~E 

4F 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 
54-55 
56-58 

59 
59-SA 
58-SD 

5E 
5E-5F 
60-62 

63-8F 

90 

91 

92-96 

97-98 

9C-9D 

9E 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 

5 

5 

5 

45 

1 

1 

5 

5 

2 

1 

x' 0 0' 
x' 0 l' 
X'02' 
X'03' 

X'04-FF' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 111 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 112 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 113 <Packed Deci~al) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 114 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 115 <Packed Decimal) 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Controller/Device PATCH ID 116 <Packed Decimal> 
last 2 digits of PTR or '00' 

Humber of Microcode RPQ's 
Hone 
1 
2 
3 
Reserved 

Reserved 

RPQ 11 <Packed Decimal; Must = 0 if not used) 
last 4 Digits of RPQ Humber 
EC level of RPQ <6 digits> 

RPQ 12 <Packed Decimal; Must = 0 if not used> 
Last 4 Digits of RPQ Humber 
EC Level of RPQ <6 digits> 

RPQ 13 <Packed Decimal; Must = 0 if not used) 
Last 4 Digits of RPQ Humber 
EC Level of RPQ (6 digits> 

Reserved 

3290 Load Disk EC Humber (Packed Decimal> 

3290 load Disk Suffix Level (Packed Decimal> 

3290 RPQ ID Humber (Packed Decimal) 
last 5 Digits of RPQ Humber 
<Must = 0 if not used> 

Reserved 

Distributed Function Device RPQ Paramet1rs 
<Free Form; Device Dependent) 

Reserved 
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Di spl l1nqth Value Dtscrtptipn 

~,F 

AO 

Al-A3 

A4 

AS-CF 

DO 

Dl-FC 

FD-FF 

1 

1 

3 

1 

43 

1 

44 

3 

lit 0 = 

= 

lit 1 = = 
lit 2 = = 
lits 3-7 

lits 0-7 

lit 0 
Bit 1 
Bit 2 
Bits 3-7 

X'OO' 
X'Ol' 
X'02' 
X'03' 
X'04' 
X'05' 

X'06-FF' 

0 

1 

0 
1 
0 
1 

Distributed Function Device Utility Field 
(3274 Customizing Question 173> 

The Distributed Function Device 
will not send form controls (SCS> to • printer 
in performing local copy 
The Distributed Function Device 
will send form controls <SCS> to • printer 
in performing local copy. 
Ho for~ feed before copy 
Form feed before copy 
Ho form feed after copy 
Form feed after copy 
Reserved (must = O> 

Distributtd Function Device Utility Field 
(3274 Customizing Question 174) 

Reserved (must = O> 

Reserved 

3274 RPO Imbeds 
Clear Key 
Reserved 
Clicker Option 
Reverved 

Reserved 

Response Time Monitor Configuration 
Not Configured 
RTM Configured. No Host. Port 0 Display 
RTM Configured. Ho Host. All Ports Display 
RTM Configured. Host Support. Ho Display 
RTM Configured. Host Support. Port 0 Display 
RTM Configured. Ho~t Support. All Ports Display 
Reserved 

Reserved 

3290 Password (3274 Customizing Question 175) 
CPacked Decimal; '000000' to '999999'> 
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11.D MULTIPLE INTERACTIVE SCREEN SUPPORT 

MIS enables the user to execute multiple independent sessions concurrently to 
different logical Terminals, each with its own resources and characteristics on 
the same physical device through a single coax port. Each Logical Terminal can 
be uniquely addressed by the host. Definition and management of the device 
resources is a device responsibility. As a function of customization the 
Control Unit provides a static valid device address table for mapping a host 
device address to the correct port. With MIS, there is no longer a direct 
relationship between the device address to the host and the 3274 device port 
<coax) address. When the device requests to be put online to the host it 
includes the logical Terminal Set <LIS>. This set may be all or a subset of the 
logical Terminals configured at the port address to which it is attached. A 
maximum of 5 logical terminals is supported on each device (128 maximum per 3274 
on an SHA attachment, 32 maximum on a non-SHA attachment). 

The following interface extensions are included to support MIS. 

11.1 TCA FIELDS 

11.1.1 3274 IHITIALIZATIOH 

CULTA fields, in addition to CUDPORT and CUAT, are initialized at power on by 
the control unit, reflecting customization data. The device addresses are 
ordered from lowest address to highest address. In non-SHA, device addresses 
range from 0 to 31 <decimal). In SHA, device addresses for Secondary Logical 
Units range from 02 to 129 (decimal) .. 

If only CULTAl has been initialized (zero is valid), then the TCA Device on the 
attached port has not been customized with MIS capability. 

MIS may be customized for two, three, four, or five terminals on a given port. 
If only CULTAl and CULTA2 are initialized, the CU supports only two logical 
terminals, If all addresses have been initialized then the CU supports up to a 
maximum of 5 logical terminals on the attached port. 

11.1.2 OHlIHE-TO-HOST 

Communic~tions with logical Terminal addressing is only meaningful and valid if 
the device is currently in the online-to-host state. The device buffer format 
includes an LU Address parameter for asynchronous status CDALTAD) and control 
unit function requests CCULTAD). 

11.2 MODIFICATIONS 

Communication between the control unit and the device requires an explicit 
logical Terminal address. Those functions which are LTA specific are: WDAT, 
ROAT, PDAT, LOCK, CTCSS, WCUS (for Program Check, ACTlU/DACTLU), and AEEP. All 
other function requests are phys;cal dev;ce level functions. DALTAD/CULTAD for 
physical device level functions must be set to value of X'FF' <which cannot be 
configured as a valid LT address>. The following asynchronous status requests 
and control unit function requests are eodified to support MIS: 
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11.2.1 AEDV 

'his status is used by the device to request that one or more of its logical 
terminals ClTs> be put ONLINE or that all of its lTs be taken OFFLIHE from the 
host. It is also used to signal that a DUMP initiated by a Diagnostic Reset 
command has completed. 

11.2.1.1 AE..Ql (Onljne> 

This form of AEDV asynchronous status is used by the device to request that one 
or more of its LTs be put ONLINE to the host. When the controller issues a 
WCUSC10) <Readiness Group), it is required to sat CULTAl-5 with the assigned 
non-zero logical terminal addresses i.f ~ ~ supported <these fields are X'FF' 
if the controller does not support MlS>. When the device responds ONLINE to a 
controller that supports MIS, it must include an additional parameter CDAEP2> 
containing an ordered bit map corresponding to CULTAl-5 reflecting the LTs that 
are requesting online status: 

Bit 0 ...... 1 ....... 2 ....... 3 ........ 4 .....• 5 ...... 6 ...... 7 
I I I I I I I I 

CULTAl CULTA2 CULTA3 CULTA4 CULTA5 0 0 0 

A bit "on" represents a request to the controller to put that logical terminal 
online to the host. That logical terminal is requesting "power on" to the host. 
The controller must be capable of processing multiple logical terminal "power 
on" requests in the same AEDV status. 

TCA support requires that an ONLINE request be issued by the device only when 
A.!J. logical terminals ere OFFLINE. Logical terminals whose bits are off in the 
above byte remains OFFLINE . . 
The device cannot request a logical terminal to be put online if the field 
CULTAx has not been initialized with a valid address. Any attempt by the host 
to communicate with a valid logical terminal address which has not requested 
"online" status is treated by the control unit as communication to a powered off 
device. 

Bit 0 in DAEP2, corresponding to CULTAl, must always be set if the port address 
hes D..2.1 been customized for MIS capability. 

11.2.1.2 AEDV COffline> 

This form of AEDV asynchronous status is used by the device to request that !ll. 
of its online LTs be taken OFFLINE from the host. The DAEP2 parameter must 
equal zero. At least one LT must be online for this request to be valid. This 
is equivalent to the physical device being powered off to the host. 

11.2.1.3 A.Eirl ~ Complet1> 

This form of AEDV status is used by the devic• to tndicate that it has completed 
the transmission of a DUMP to the controller. It is only valid when used to 
terminate a dump operation that was initiated by the controller via a 
"Diagnostic Reset" command. The device Must continue to respond to controller 
POlls until it receives an acknowledgement from tha controller. 
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11.2.2 AEEB CSECURITY KEY OH> 

The 'End IR' condition on the non-SHA ;nterface is considered global 
(multi-Logical Terminal>. Since End-IR can potentially cause the same type of 
Device end/busy thrashing as power on from multiple LTs, End-IR cannot be 
scheduled serially from device code to host coda. The device is responsible for 
determining which LTs owe the host• Device End. DAEP2 must contain a bit m~p 
(bits 0 thru 4 are valid, 5 thru 7 •ust be zero) representing onlina LTs which 
owe the host a device end, based on FCSE:IR having been returned to 'lock' for 
the respective lls. All zeros in DAEP2 is invalid. 

11.2.3 AEER 

Asynchronous error logging is perfor•ed on• device basis only (except Program 
Checks for SHA>. DALTAD must be loaded appropriately. 

11.2.4 WCUS <WRITE CONTROL UNIT STATUS> 

Control Unit status which is LU specific, such a program check, must carry a 
valid Logical Terminal Address CCULTAD>. If the status is non-LU specific, then 
the parameter must contain a X'FF'. 

11.2.5 WCUS:LUSTATUS <SHA OHLY> 

The following modification should be reflected in the base (5.2> section, 
whether the 3274 MIS capability is, or is not, utilized. The LU address 
parameter CCULTAD> replaces the same in CUFRP3. For ACTLU and DACTLU the 
control unit loads CULTAD with a valid SLU address. 

ACTLU is accepted for a powered off device. However, WCUS is not issued to the 
device unless/until the LU in question enters the "online" state. Given this 
situation, the 3274 rejects Bind, if a Bind follows an ACTLU. 

Hote: an LU that is "offline" is a logically powered off device. 
devices are assumed to be 327&s. 

Powered off 

Following AEDV:OHLIHE status from the device, LU status CWCUS> is re-issued by 
the control unit to each logical unit in the online-to-host state. 

For handling a Physical Unit reset CACTPU-Cold or DACTPU> all Logical Units are 
deactivated. WCUS:LUSTATUS is broadcast to each device station. For this 
situation the LU address parameter contains X'FF', indicating that the entire LT 
set is inactive. A TCA device with MIS is responsible for deactivating each 
logical unit as an outboard function. 

11.2.6 RACE CONDITIONS 

Controller function requests must be processed by the TCA Device with normal 
responses unless asynchronous device status has been acknowledged. A specific 
example of this is when a host tries to write a message to a logical terminal at 
the same time device is going to host offline state CAEDV: offline). Until the 
control unit acknowledges this asynchronous status, the device Must process the 
outbound request because the asynchronous status is still considered to be in a 
pending state. 
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11.2.7 WDAT 

In SHA the logical terminal address on WDAT requests ls contained in the 'DAF' 
field of the data, rather than in CULTAD. The specified LT in the DAF is 
verified by the control unit to be both valid and online. Although the current 
LT address must be obtained in the Transmission Header CDAF), CULTAD contains a 
valid, online LT address. CULTAD may be ignored for WDAt on SHA attachments. 

11.2.8 BISYHC IHBOUHDIOUTBOUHD COHTEHTIOH 

Inbound data CAEEP> remains in e pending read state until RDAT is issued by the 
control unit. If an outbound selection to a different logical terminal CLOCK 
request> is issued, the pending read state mu~t be preserved by the device. The 
device must reschedule AEEP for the original logical terminal after receiving 
end sequence CCTCCS> to the outbound operation. 

If the LOCK request is to the same LT that has the inbound data pending, the 
pending read state must be reset by the device and the inbound data request 
CAEEP> must not be rescheduled. 
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12.D ATTACHMENT COHSIQERATIDHS 

A significant portion of the interface is attachment dependent. This section 
describes those dependencies. 

12.1 ·lt!! 

The CU handles all PU services and link connection status. The Device is 
informed of the status of the link and PU via WCUS. The CU also processes ACTLU 
and DACTLU, as this can only be done by the CU for a powered off Device. 
Session status for a single session is also monitored to allow termination of 
the session at power off. Multiple sessions are not considered. 

12.1.1 ACTPU/DACTPU 

Any change in the PU status causes the following actions in the CU: 

When the device becomes "online" to host WCUS 
the Reminder Group and the LU Status. If the 
Communications Check Reminder may be issued. 
these function requests to the Device because 
PU requests. 

are issued to each Device for 
PU is not active, a 
The CU may delay issuing 
of asynchronous processing of 

WCUS function requests for LU/PU status are only sent once per status change, or 
following device being placed online to host; ; .e. LU active WCUS only issued 
once from ACTLU or online to DACTLU, ACTLU, DACTPU, ACTPU or offlina. 

12.1.2 ACTLU/DACTLU 

If the device is "online" when the CU ·processes a valid ACTLU/DACTLU, ACTLU 
<ERP>, a WCUS is issued for the LU Status. The CU returns a positive response 
to the host for a powered off Cor "offline"> device. 

12.1.3 SEGMENTS PASSED TO THE DEVICE 

Segments sent to the device via WDAT have been checked for length ~ 6 (~ 9 if 
FSFIC>, FID=2, DAF'=device LU address. Ho segments failing these tests are sent 
to the device. 

12.1.4 BIND 

The 3274 detects RUs containing a BIND command. If the BIND is for a powered 
off Device, the 327't returns a negative response X'080A' or X'08't5' depending 
upon SSCP support of NOTIFY. If the device is powered on, a 'BIND PENDING' 
Finite State Machine <FSM> is set for that LU and the BIND is transferred to the 
device. When the BIHD response is found in a subsequent inbound transmission, 
it is checked. If the respon~e is positive, the BOUND FSM is set. If the 
response is negative, it is simply transferred inbound to the host without any 
FSM changes. 

The device must reject Binds in the bound state which carry a different OAF than 
expected. No FSMs in the CU are modified. 
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12.1.5 UNBIND 

,.,hen the 3274 detects en UHBIHD for an LU with • valid OAF, it sends it on to 
the device. If the response is positive, ell the device FSMs (except ACTLU> ere 
reset. If the UNBIND hes en invelid OAF, the 3274 r•jects it. 

12.1.6 POWER OFF, TCA DISCONNECT, OR OFFLIHE STATUS CHANGE CAEDV> 

While Bound: 

If in this stete, UNBIND end NOTIFY (if supported> must be sent inbound. 
The OAF/DAF combinetion saved at BIHD time is used. The BIND FSM is 
reset. 

While BIND PENDING: 

A power-off response is returned by the 3274 to the host. 

While UNBIND PENDING: 

The BIND and UNBIND PEND FSMs are reset. An UHBINO is sent to the host by 
the 3274. 

In all the above cases, eny subsequent FMOATA, or in process chains or segments 
sent by the host, is rejected as outlined above. 

12.1.7 OUTBOUND SEGMENTING 

Segment checking is the responsibility of the 3274. The FOM end LOM flags 
associated with the data area ere not used for. the WDAT function request. A 
segment as pointed to by CUOP is loaded on a halfword boundary. A segment is 
sent to the Device with one WDAT function request. The CU detects segmenting 
errors. This data is not passed on to the TCA device. 

12.1.S INBOUND SEGMENTING 

Segment gathering must be done by the device. The flags associated with the 
data area for the PDAT and ROAT function requests refer to a single RU as a 
message. When the 3274 issues a POAT, it sets CUFRPl and CUFRP2 to the maximum 
number of segments it (the CU> can accept and sets CUFRP3 and CUFRP4 to the 
maximum segment size (date.headers,flags,length> which it can accept. On 
receipt of PDAT the device must generate an entire RU of one or more segments et 
the buffer eddress pointed to by CUDP. The segments must contiguous in storege 
on halfword boundaries each containing a length field end a flags field. The 
length must be the true length of th segment, i.e., the length of length field+ 
flag field + headers + data. This could ba en odd number. The flags fi•ld must 
have FOM set in th• first segment and LOM set in th• lest. FOM and LOM •ust b• 
off in all other segmants. 

An FCIR response to a WOAT is used for response handling. Whan the CU issues an 
ROAT it sets CUFRP3 and CUFRP4 as above. The device •ust confina the RU 
generated to a single segment with FOM end LOM set. CUDP for the RDAT request 
points to an area of the buffer reserved for response and data base access <not 
overlapping with the area used by WDAT for outbound data>. 
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12.2 ~ 

ifha CU handles ISC protocols tncluding transparency, inbound blocking, specific 
POLL, general POLL, salaction, and line control. Checkpoint/restore is Q!!.1 
supported. The device does not receive a WDAT request on a block of data until 
a valid ICC character has been received by the CU. However, the data may ba 
written to the TCA buffer as it is received. The 3274 issues a Start Op is only 
after the full block is verified. 

12.2.1 IHBOUHD OPERATION 

The device •ust sand status AEEP to the 3274 as • result either en operator AID 
generating action such as ENTER or by a host READ PARTITION structured field. 
The 3274 may improve its throughput by issuing a PDAT request prior to queueing 
the device on an inbound service list. The device must prepare the appropriate 
inbound data for the PDAT function request in the same manner as for the RDAT 
function request. Synchronous status FC must be returned when either all tha 
data to be sent has been prepared or the TCA inbound buffer is full. 

When the 3274 is ready to send the data to the host, it issues an ROAT function 
request to the device using the same parameters as the POAT request. The device 
must recognize that the appropriate data has already be generated and 
immediately return synchronous status FC to the 3274. The ROAT parameters must 
be ignored if a POAT was previously issued followed by a normal Function 
Complete. 

A conversational reply CETX only) appears as a normal inbound operation followed 
by an outbound operation. . 
All subsequent RDAT function requests from the 3274 require that the data stream 
be prepared synchronously. 

Tha POAT and ROAT parameters are as follows: 

CUFRPl - Unused 

CUFRP2 - Unused 

CUFRP3/4- length of block to be prepared 
<257, except 255, 1st block) 

CUDP - buffer address to place data. 
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~~Vl~~ Comments 

AEEP 

POAT 
< 

FC 

ROAT 
< 

FC 

ROAT 
< 

FC 

CTCCS 
< 

FC 

Request for inbound operation 

Prepare data request 

Data ready in TCA buffer, 
sched. host request to wait for POLL 

Read data after POLL 

Immediate response from the device 

Generate additional inbound data 

Data read, response delayed by 
the device processing time. 

Final ACKOIACKl received from host 

OK 

12.2.2 INBOUND PROCESSING 

An inbound message is defined (for Beginning/End of Message flags) as the data 
to be sent from a terminal in response to a single POLL or data stream read 
command. The device must send read data blocked up to the maximum size 
specified by the parameter CUFRP34 as set by the CU. 

12.2.3 SUBSEQUENT AID ACTIONS 

If the operator attempts any AID action on the inbound partition following the 
initial one and before System Lock is reset, the action must be rejected with 
the retry indicator. 

If the AID action is attempted on another partition CXSYSTEM not displayed), the 
minus function indicator must be displayed. 

If the operator resets System lock prior to ROAT and attempts a new AID action, 
the original data is invalidated. Hew data must be prepared in the buffer when 
the ROAT is received. 

12.2.4 OPERATOR RESET ACTION 

If the operator resets System lock prior to POAT, status FRA must be returned to 
the POAT request. 

If the operator resets System Lock prior to ROAT, status FRA •ust be returned to 
the ROAT request. 
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12.2.5 TRANSPARENCY 

~hen sanding data inbound in transparency •ode, the length of the data prepared 
must be one less than the maximum length specified in CUFRP3/4 of POAT. This is 
to allow for the insertion of a DLE character (by the CU>. 

12.2.6 TEST REQUEST KEY 

If e Test Request key action is to be performed, the Test Request fleg in the 
data header must be set end the eppropriata inbound data placed in the buffer. 
The length of the inbound data prepared must be 2 bytes less than the maximum 
allowed (one byte test request header + one for transparency). 

The CU generates the actual SOH~/STX header on the message to the host. 

12.2.7 ASYNCHRONOUS HOST SELECT 

If a lock request is made following the recognition by the device of the inbound 
operation but prior to the receipt of POAT, the lock must be rejected by the 
device with status FCSE:BUSY. 

If a lock request is made following the POAT request but prior to receipt of 
ROAT, the lock must be accepted by the device and the pending data must be 
discarded. 

12.2.8 OUTBOUND PROCESSING 

An outbound message is defined (for Beginning/End of ~essage flags) as the data 
contained between STX,ESC and ETXIETB. The CU places the outbound data in the 
data portion of the Device Buffer but does not issue a WDAT request until a good 
BCC is received. The amount of data which may be transferred to the device at 
one time is only limited by the size of the Device Buffer. 

If a READ command is encountered, the device must return status FCIR to th~ CU 
and wait for ROAT requests from the CU. 

When selection is terminated, CTCCS is issued. 

(2EVICE 3274 Cgmment~ 

LOCK lock request when select received 
< 

FC lock performed 
> 

WDAT Indicate outbound date in TCA buffer 
< 

FC Datastream proc•ssed 
> 

CTCCS End Sequence 
< 

FC OK 
> 
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12.2.9 SECURITY KEY 

)f the Security key is in the lock position end e lock request is received, the 
aevice must return FCSE:IR. When the Security key is subsequently turned off, 
the device must return asynchronous status AEEB:IR to the 3274. 

The 3274 then sands DE to the host. 

12.3 HOH-SHA .L.Q.&.!.L. CHANNEL 

The 3274 processes the local channel protocols not requiring device interactions 
as well es those requiring an immediate response to enhance channel performance. 
The device is responsible for processing commands and data stream. 

The device must have an !K (8192) byte TCA buffer. 

12.3.1 IHBOUHD OPERATION 

The device sends status AEEP to the 3274 as a result of either an operator AID 
generating action such as ENTER or by a host READ PARTITION structured field. 
The 3274 then sets attention status on the channel. The device must then wait 
for a READ type command from the host. 

If the device has accepted a lock Request, the device is considered to entered 
"receive" state and must prevent the operator from generating an inbound 
operation. 

The 3274 may improve its throughput by issuing a POAT request prior to sending 
ATTH to the host. The POAT must be processed prior to sending ATTH. The device 
must prepare the appropriate inbound data for the PDAT function request in the 
same manner as for the ~DAT function request. Synchronous status FC must be 
returned when either all the data to be sent has been prepared or the TCA block 
limit has been reached. 

When the 3274 receives a Read or Select Read type command for the device, the 
appropriate Read command is passed as parameter CUFRPl of the Write local 
Channel Command (WLCC> function request. If the command was Read Modified and a 
POAT request had previously been processed, status FCIR:DA must be returned. 
The 3274 may then read the data from the TCA buffer without making an ROAT 
request. If more data remains to be sent, the 3274 issues ROAT requests which 
cause the datastream to be prepared synchronously. 

If the command was Read Buffer or POAT had not been processed, status FCIR:READ 
must be returned. The 3274 normally follows with RDAT function requ~sts until 
all of the read data has been transmitted. The device ~ust set the lest of 
message flag in the header for the last block sent to the 3274. 

Parameter CUFRP2 of the next WLCC or CTCCS function request is set to X'Ol' if 
the host read operation was successful. 

The POAT and RDAT parameters are as follows: 

CUFRPl 
CUFRP2 
CUFRP34 
CUDP 

- Unused 
- Unused 
- Maximum length of block; X'OEOE'. 
- Buffer address to place data. 
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DEVICE 

AEEP ------> 
PDAT 

<------
FC ------> 

LOCK <------
FC ------> 

WLCC:RM <------
FCIR:Data avail 

> 

ROAT 
<------

FC ------> 
CTCCS 

<------
FC ------> 

Comments 

Request for inbound operation 

Prepare data request 

Data ready in TCA buffer, 
queue to host to send ATTN 

lock request when select received 

lock performed 

Send Read Modified command 

Device ready to send read data 

Generate additional inbound data 

Data ready, response delayed by 
the device processing time. 

End Sequence 

OK 

12.3.2 SUBSEQUENT AID ACTIONS 

If the operator attempts any AID action on the inbound partition following the 
initial one but before System Lock is reset, the action must be rejected with 
the retry indicator. If the AID action is attempted on another partition 
CXSYSTEM not displayed), the minus function indicator must be displayed. 

If the operator resets System Lock prior t~ WLCC:RM and attempts a new AID 
action, the original data is invalidated and the new appropriate data must be 
generated when ROAT is received. 

12.3.3 OPERATOR RESET ACTION 

If the operator resets System lock prior to PDAT, status FRA must be returned to 
the PDAT request. The 3274 may then forget that AEEP was received. 

If the operator res•ts Syst•m lock prior to WLCC:RM, the AID value, cursor 
address. and modified data from partition 0 must be plac•d in the TCA buff•r 
upon receipt of RDAT. If partition 0 does not exist, only the reset AID and 
cursor address are returned. 
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:ST REiUEST KEY 

1equest reads, the device •ust place SOH~/STX in the data area but must 
1e Test Request flag in the data header. 

SYHCHROHOUS HOST SELECT 

request is made between the operator AID action but before it is 
d by the 3274, the lock must be rejected by the device with status 
. The receipt of AEEP by the 3274 indicates that the busy condition no 
i sts. 

!OST COMMANDS OTHER THAN READ MODIFIED 

) request other than WLCC:RM is received, the device must invalidate the 
eady prepared and return synchronous status FCIR:READ. When the ROAT 
is received, the new data must be generated as appropriate for the 

of a write type command invalidates the prepared data and the device 
.urn synchronous status FC. 

:ouTBOUHD PROCESSING 

''Pe t. ~.d. Erase Al 1 Unprotected) commands are passed to the device as ;ir C '? 1 of the WLCC function request. The actual data C none for EAU 
,> is .,ht to the device via WDAT function r§lquests. 

~stream or chaining errors detected by the device must cause synchronous 
FCSE to be returned with a parameter specifying Op Check. 

Comments 

: 'JCK lock request when select received 

lock performed ----> 
'C:command Send Write type command 

FC The ~evice ready to accept data ----> 
:woAT Indicate outbound data in TCA buffer 

FC Datastream processed .-----> 
CTCCS End Sequence 

FC OK :-----> 
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13.0 'OMMUHICATIOHS A!:m SYSTEMS "AHAGEMEHT CC&SM> 

~~sponse Time Monitor <RTM> end Alert are C&SM functions that use the SHA 
5SCP-PU (controller> session to transmit data. In addition, RTM is supported on 
non-SHA attachments es a Subsystem only function (no host interface). 

13.1 RESPONSE~ MONITOR 

The 3274 Response Time Monitor ts e Mechanism wher•by end-to-end user response 
time can be measured depending on a definition dictated by the controller 
customizing process or, in certain eases, an application in the host. Response 
times for each logical terminal are measured and maintained in the controller. 
Sea Section 8.2 for a •ore detailed definition and description of the RTM. 

13.2 !l...f.!I FUHCTIOH 

The alert function is a mechanism whereby the controller can pass error 
conditions relating to problems within the subsystem to a host via the SHA 
SSCP-PU session. If supported by the controller, such errors are passed up to 
the host via the Network Management Vector Transport (HMVT> and do not require 
any additional support from the attached device. The Alert function does require 
HPDA programming support in the host that supports the 3274 controller but this 
program does not require any additional support for 3290 displays. This C&SM 
function is intended for enhanced customer network problem determination and 
management. This function is not available on non-SHA attachments. 

In addition to those errors detected by the controller on behalf of the devices 
connected to it, if the 3290 detects an error and reports it to the controller 
via AEER status reflecting a 6HH or 7HH error code <see section 7.1), this error 
also causes an alert record to be sent up to the host. Certain 6HH errors do 
not cause alerts to be generated by the controller as these are the result of 
controller detected problems or are considered status rather error conditions. 

13.3 EXPAHDEP CONFIGURATION RECFM5(05) SUPPORT ~ .Ql:!J..Xl 

Some configurations of the ·controller microcode support an enhanced RECFMS<OS> 
record when attached via a SHA protocol. When the controller receives an 
REQMSCOS> from the host on the SSCP-PU session, the controller responds with the 
RECFMS header and the first 241 bytes of its configuration tabla. Since the 3290 
display, which downstream loads (DSL> from the controller, also maintains soma 
of its configuration data in this tabla, it also becomes available for network 
~anagament. 

This enhancement does not require any additional support from the 3290. 

• • • • • • • E H D 0 F D 0 C U M E H T • • • • • • • 
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